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Election board
questions high
e-slate costs
By TOM BERRY
was paid for with federal dolStaff Writer
lars; however the cost of proThe Calloway County Board gramming and maintaining the
of Elections is preparing for the equipment is running up quite a
May Primary Election and is bill — about $37,000 during the
seeking ways to cut the cost of 2007 primary election for all
programming the e-slate device services provided by Harp
and purchasing Enterprises Inc. of Lexington.
new electronic The cost to prepare all the
voting equip- machines for this year's election
ment.
is expected to double and board
Resulting members are looking for ways
mainly from to get the machines properly
the fallout over serviced without breaking the
the controver- budget.
sial 2000 presi"We got about a $2.50,000
dential election grant to buy new machines and
in
Florida, we bought the new e-slate
Cooney
elections machine, but the programming
boards nationwide were ordered (cost) now is about times two,"
to update paper ballot or anti- Coursey said. "You still have to
quated
electronic
voting pay to have the old machines Personnel from numerous emergency service agencies responded to a call Thursday
morning
machines with more reliable programmed as well as the new Shiloh Road in northeastern Calloway County.
equipment,
according
to machines and that is one of the
Calloway County Clerk Ray concerns we have ... We're letCoursey Jr., who presided over a ting the cost of programming get
meeting of the board from his away from us."
Murray-Calloway
County
During the December meetHospital bed Thursday morning. ing of Calloway County Fiscal
Staff Report
ness. Upon arrival, Sheriff's Lt. There were no indications of an
Coursey is recovering from a Court, magistrates allocated an
A Murray man was acciden- Richard Steen said he discw- explosion, according to Steen,
November van accident.
additional $24,226 to Harp tally killed Thursday
morning, ered what appeared to be an and the building sustained only
The mandate to replace outapparently while using a cutting accidental fire.
minor damage.
dated equipment in Calloway
Steen said Jaime Kennedy, a
torch.
Coroner Mike Garland and
County costs about $230,000 •See Page 2A
Calloway County Sheriff's patron of the business, had the state fire marshal were also
Department and Fire-Rescue arrived and discovered the fire called to the scene.
tried to extinguish it.
Garland said this morning
personnel were dispatched to and
Kaammody dfiacevarsa Oa victim.
H&S Truck Service on Old Gerald Tabers. 70, and called that Tabarei tram yroailmiaredt
dead at 11:55 a.m. Tabers body
Shiloh Road at 11:20 a.m. after 911.
was transferred to the Kentucky
9 1 1 Dispatch received a call of a
Firefighters arrived after- State Police forensic lab in
possible explosion at the busi- ward to extinguish the blaze. Madisonville for an autopsy.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8, Times
at H & S Truck Service on Old

Accident claiins Calloway man
"We are going to await additional autopsy results before we
have a cause and manner of
death," Garland said.
The cause of the fire is now
under investigation by the fire
marshal's office. Although initially
refusing
trensgert.
Kennedy was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital suffering from smoke inhalation.
He was treated and released.

Outdoor drink
ordinance clears
Mayor,judge talk community
initial reading
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Murray restaurants that serve alcohol outside will have to obtain a
feeless permit from the city and comply with the conditions of an
ordinance unanimously adopted on first reading during Thursday
night's city council meeting.
The key requirements of the ordinance states that the outdoor area
be accessible only through the principle structure and that it be
encompassed by a wall four feet high to "provide separation from
pedestrians." In conjunction with the wall, "landscaping will be
required around the perimeter of the outdoor alcoholic beverage
area to provide partial screening."
Murray City Planner Candace Dowdy said local nurseries were
consulted and determined such a requirement was capable of completion.
-The intent is for a restaurant that serves alcohol to be able to provide a safe environment to do so.- Dowdy said to the council members. "It's not our goal to restrict restaurants or discourage them
from doing so. We came up with a good compromise in providing
safety."
She added there were one or two restaurants in Murray that would
have to bring themselves into .compliance with the ordinance.
Restaurants will have 120 days to comply after the second reading
of the ordinance.
"We had concerts with safety and pedestrian views for families
and citizens who do not drink that they have a little bit of privacy
from that," said Matt Mattingly, city director of administration.
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce
held
its
annual
Business@Breakfast Thursday morning in
the Curris Center on Murray State
University's campus. The breakfast featured Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins and Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing who delivered the 2008 State of the
Community Address in front of a large
crowd of business and community members
including MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn,
university officials, fiscal court and city
council members.
Both men focused on the economic developments made in Murray and Calloway
County in 2007.
Elkins mentioned the busy year the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital had in
the construction of the women's pavillion.
in-patient rehabilitation facility, Spring
Creek Health Care addition, creation of the
E.R. fast track, and groundbreaking for the
hospital expansion.
He praised the hospital for the elevation of
patient satisfaction scores and hospital
employee satisfaction scores.
The mayor echoed Elkins' commendation
of the hospital board. "We're going to be so
excited when the hospital is done." said
Rushing.
"You should also be proud in the way that
your administration and board is handling
your financial matters at the hospital,"
Elkins addressed the audience. "We realize
that we're dealing with your hospital. your
funds and we're being as careful as we can
to make sure that they're spent wisely."
According to Elkins, county officials are
also "nosing around" for same funding to
implement a county-wide emergency notifi-

Tom Rushing
Murray Mayor
cation system for Calloway County citizens.
Elkins said the alert could be targetted to
one area or serve as a county wide alert.
Elkins said the construction of the new
public health center should be open and
accepting patients late next fall. He reminded everyone of the completed section of
Highway 80 running from Coldwater to
Mayfield. He said the section from
Coldwater to Murray should be finished by
fall or early winter this year.
The airport renovation was commended
by Elkins. "If we're going to encourage and
recruit industries, we have to have a good
airport and we do," said Elkins. The renovation of the airport cost $750,000 and was
paid for through state funding.
He announced the creation of a new
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Larry Elkins
Calloway.Judge-Executive
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station on
Cypress Trail. The new station puts every
citizen in Calloway County within five
miles of a fire station, he said. The CCFR
has 80 volunteers and 40 emergency vehicles.
The mayor commended city agencies for
their work in 2007 including the fire department, the police department. the wastewater
plant, the new sanitation trucks, new meter
reading machines, the eight blocks of sidewalk that were installed as part of the Safe
Routes to School endeavour, and the Murray
Town and Gown which promotes a healthy
relationship between the university and the
city.
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Supreme Court
PolIceSheriffslogs
Murray Police Department
rules on local
a warrant for two
—William Elliot, 24, of Murray, was served 5:49 a.m.
unlawful taking Tuesday at
by
theft
of
counts
matters Thursday —An attempted burglary was reported at 1511 Diuguid Drive at

AP
clothing,
donated
with
complete
statue,
A LITTLE LIGHT(SNOWFALL)READING: A bronze
Thursday
sits on its bench in Maysville. Ky during a light snowfall

Johnson files to face Hubbard in Primary

i.
by Ken Winters. R-Murray.
By TOM BERRY
Democrat from Symsonia in northa
Johnson.
Staff Writer
announced his candidacy this
County,
Graves
ern
.
Johnson
Rick
lodge
owl
(
I.ormer Appeals
morning.
District
First
filed his papers to run against tomer
A full story about Johnson's candidacy will
Sen. and U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard in
an Saturday's Murray Ledger & Times.
appear
scnstate
district
the
tor
the May Pnmary Election

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Supreme Court dismissed two appeals by Harrison
Yonts in the death of Nadia
Shaheen and refused to hear a
request regarding Regent nomiState
Murray
nees for
University.
According to published
reports, the court issued a
denial Thursday but did not
give a reason why it would not
review findings by lower courts
that sided with former Gov.
Ernie Fletcher in rejecting two
lists of names of regent nominees for MSU.
The review was requested on
behalf of three initial nominees,
Ken Shadowen, Sharon Green
and Pete Galloway. Fletcher
stated he did not know the nominees.
The suit filed by the three
stated Fletcher should have
made his pick from the initial
list. Judge Jeff Taylor was
appointed to fill that vacancy on
the regents.
Also, the court ordered the
dismissal of Yonts' appeals for
his murder conviction. It was
part of the condition of his sentence's commutation of 20
years to eight by Fletcherlate
last year.
Yonts must serve 85 percent
of his new sentence, which will
make him eligible for parole in
2013.
conference
pre-trial
A
regarding a civil case against
Yonts by the Shaheen family is
scheduled for Feb. IS.

5:38 p.m.
Spring Creek Drive at 6:10
—A burglary was reported at 1533
p.m.
South 10th Street at 8:05
—Criminal mischief was reported at 410
p.m.
Thursday for receiving
—Shane Harper, 22, of Murray, was cited
firearm).
(a
stolen property
Department
Murray State University Police
was taken when
$300
over
taking
unlawful
—A report of theft by
at Lovett Auditorium Sunday
a portable radio was reported stolen
at 10:54 p.m.
reported a small fire in
—A caller from Hester residential college
put out by the subwas
fire
The
p.m.
3:37
at
Monday
the kitchen
ject who was cooking.
parking lot reported their
—A caller from the Regents College
7:44 p.m. A report for
vehicle was vandalized Wednesday at
taken.
theft by unlawful taking under $300 was
nt
Calloway County Sheriff's Departme
and threatened
dog
her
attacked
neighbor
her
—A caller reported
her child Tuesday at 12:37 p.m.
Thursday at 9:02 a.m
—A theft of a boat and motor was reported
on Fawnwood Drive.
Lane at 9:44 p.m.
—A structure fire was reported on McDay obtained from reports,
— Information is
citations and logs from various agencies.

KentuckylnBrief
Regents committee wants hike in
e tuition
communityKy.colleg
(AP) — The Kentucky Community

and
VERSAILLES,
voted to recomhas
Regents
of
Board
System
College
Technical
mend a tuition hike of $4 per credit hour.
special meeting
The Regents voted 11-0 with three absent at a
Thursday in Versailles.
approves the
If the state Council on Postsecondary Education
be $119
recommendation, community and tech college tuition would
out-of-state stufor
more
—
students
te
in-sta
for
hour
per credit
dents.
proposal at its
Council officials said the body would review the
.
Feb. 1 meeting, but a vote on it wasn't scheduled
s and commuThe council sets caps on tuition for state universitie
nity colleges.

•e-slate costs ...
From Front
Enterprises. the firm that produces and programs the equipment, for duties related to the
November General Election.
Elkins pointed out then that he
considers the costs to by somewhat excessice and recommended that the court search for additional service providers and take
sealed bids during future elections to sate taxpayer dollars
Ile said the entire amount of
payment tot services came to
about $29.000.
-I Just feel like they ;ire o'er
charging us. hut I don't know
that because I'm not sure what
anybody else would charge us."
he said
Board members discussed
searching for Of rak ing bids
from an alternate firm to perform the maintenance that costs
about S5011 per machine
Roger Band. president of
Harp Eio:•rorises, said this
morning that the company

to
invests a lot of money in keep- borhood of about $2 million
years
1/2
2
last
the
in
million
$3
ing up with industry technologi
that
cal standards and the price just certifying the programs
•
said.
he
vote."
the
tally
services
lot
providing
charged
Harp has provided election
is not unreasonable.
"I don't think it's out of the services. materials and equipment for elections in Calloway
ordinary as fat as the industry
standard." Baird said citing the County for many years.
Meanwhile Coursey said the
number of precincts and
must also replace older
county
servicing.
needing
machines
soon
"Because of federal mandates. electronic voting machines
Calloway County has to use two and are considenng an attachedifferent *pc, of toting sys- ment that comes with the
tems.. the old system and now state. The large. walk-in
at all the
they'se got a new s)stem [he machines now used have been
new system rewires dim audio coemety's 26 precincts
targeted
ftc re. ifded lot et er!. single
"We are now in a situation to
precinct. It requires that we Jo
everything that we hsed to do where we now have a Voting
system that Was hOtighi in 1992
tw ice
the One that you Walk Into that
must
the
company
said
Baird
then tun Another program that has the whole ballot before you
intettac es the two different sys- and you press the green button
tems. The programs used to per- to vote." he said. "Well we're
tom the duty are expensive and going to have to replace those
must he vilified every sit old machines that we have used
so well for so long because they
MI Mlle,
became non-compliant."
Vve yi pent m the neigh

Coursey also reminded all
those considering running for
public office this year that the
deadline for filing is 4 p.m. on
Tuesday, however he is urging
those considering a run to come
in as early as possible.
"If anybody wants to run it
would be good if they could
come on in and didn't wait till
the last minute," he said. "We
have to have that in and if 15
people are standing there at 4
p.m. we're not going to make
it
Coursey also reminds voters
that primary elections in
Kentucky are "closed— elections.
Only party-registered voters
may vote. Democrats may vote
for Democrats and Republicans
for Republicans, but those registered as Independent will not be
allowed to vote unless there is
an Independent candidate on the
ballot. No cross-party voting
will he allowed.

Supreme Court says state must pay
cases
for witnesses in— death
The state must pay for witnesses to

IIII Drink ordinance ...
From Front
•We felt that for the y1,40,1101
of the (immunity and the
licensed establishments this was
thr best result "
An outdoor alcoholic besetage license will only be granted
to those restaurants that are
licensed to sent- alcohol
An amendment was made io
an ordinance (kilning the lull
police power of the city
Alcohol Bet erage Control
Administrator and the penalty
amount fin establishments that
are found in siitlatiiin (il the
ABC•s regulations
In light of a law slid between
ABC. it
01.11•% ale and the

ii tiii.in e slates Mat 'rivet turns
by the ABC be perionned dur
mg operating hours only. The
fine for siolations was raised
from S5110 to $1.250 to bring the
city into the AB(' guidelines,
according to Mattingly. Murray
Police Department officers will
also receise special training on
how iii notice siolations and
what to do in those situations
Planning
Murray
The
('ommission presented a recommendation to the count ii whit h
Would permit auction compa
nit's to erect one off-site sign
was
The recommendation
adopted by an 11 I sine
Coon( i I member Jane Brandim

BURL'S WRECKER
SERVICE
Has Moved
To
276 Flint Road
Off 641 North Across From Radio Rd.

Streets by the Murray Housing
Authonty in an effort to provide
secunty and safety for their residents. Mattingly said several
break-ins had been reported in
that area and people were concerned about their safety at
night
The cameras are a continued
project of the housing authority.
other cameras have been erected
on Ellis and Nash streets.
Mattingly said residents on the
streets were made aware of the
cameras but the Murray citizens
were not notified and had
expressed concern after seeing
the cameras.
"We've had a lot of complaints of juveniles out at
night." said the mayor. "But
maybe we should have said
more of the cameras to the resicouncil.
of Murray."
dents
been
have
cameras
Secunty
placed on Pine And Spcuce

dissented under the premise that
auction companies need more
signagc for directional purposes
for those traveling from out of
town.
A second recommendation
was heard from the Murray
Planning Commission which
would limit transient businesses
to 90 days in one location before
having to relocate a minimum of
LIM feet from the prior location. Transient businesses are
defined as being temporary
and/or mobile
(kher stipulations of the ordinance state that transient businesses adhere to the Murray
Planning Department guidelines
tor signs and site plan approval.
The recommendation was
unanimously adopted by the
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Beshear defends new signal light
chiefs home
near transportation
Gov Steve Beshear on Thursday

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
defended his administration's recent decision to install a new traffic
signal near his transportation secretary's home.
Beshear said he found nothing wrong with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's decision to install a traffic signal near
Secretary Joe Prather's home in Elizabethtown. Beshear also gave
Prather a vote of confidence in leading the agency in charge of managing Kentucky's roads.
"Oh yes. Secretary Prather is going to be a great secretary of
transportation," Beshear told reporters before giving a speech at a
Kentuckians for Better Transportation lunch. "He's knowledgeable
and he's very ethical, and I have full confidence in him."
Beshear, a Democrat, took office last month and brought Prather
on board Prather has been involved in Democratic politics throughout his career, having served in the state House and Senate. Prather
was also the Senate president pro tern and has run unsuccessfully
for lieutenant governor, governor and Congress.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported on Thursday that the
administration began erecting a traffic signal near Prather's home on
Dec. 12, the day after Beshear took office. The signal was installed,
despite an internal review that found such a device was not essen- •
tial to keep traffic flowing smoothly in the area, the newspaper'
reported
Prather, however, stood by the decision and told reporters that
requests for a traffic signal on Ring Road had been mounting since
early 2007

UK fraternity house condemned
until cleaned up—
code officials have con-

Lexington
LEXINGTON. Ky (AP)
demned the Sigma Pi fraternity house lust off the University of
Kentucky campus
The 29 students and house director who live there had to move
out until the building is cleaned
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported a carpet cleaning company van there Thursday. along with an electncian and some men.
believed to be fraternity members, working upstairs.
Code enforcement director David Jarvis said inspectors found
beer cans, food and trash everywhere and the house smelled like "a
bar and vomit' They issued between 15 and 20 crtations.
Fraternity member Ross Vincent said members planned to move
back in Saturday

•Mayor, judge ...

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Supreme
attend hearings for two death row inmates, the Kentucky
Court ruled Thursday.
Lee
The ruling, in the case of Roger Dale Epperson and Benny
wasn't
state
the
that
decision
2005
a
reverses
partially
Hodge,
required to pay the fees.
August
Epperson and Hodge were condemned to death for the
eon
1985 robbery and murder of Tammy Acker in the Fleming-N
border.
community of Letcher County, along the Kentucky-Virginia
Hodge sought to bring 23 witnesses to a hearing about whether
to
his attorney at tnal failed to present mitigating evidence for jurors
consider before recommending a sentence.
Justice John D. Minton Jr.. in a 14-page opinion written for the
court, said the state should be required to pay for the witnesses'
expenses if the defendant has raised an issue that can't be resolved
without a hearing and the out-of-county witnesses' live testimony is
necessary for a full presentation of the case.
'A ruling to the contrary would deprive those indigent post-conviction petitioners of their nght to present fully their non-frivolous claims
to the court.' Minton wrote

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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From Front
Rushing said he was plea.sed with the high rating the city received
in the 2007 audit report.
"We need to closely study the goals and the challenges in the
budget," he said of the upcoming budget proposal. "There will
always be challenges."
Rushing encouraged those present to contact local representatives
to express suggestions and concerns regarding local issues.
"If we don't do it. they won't know what we want in this area."
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Major offensive against al-Qaida planned

a

Obituaries

The of stepped up security.
BAGHDAD (AP)
The recent violence in
Iraqi prime minister announced
Gerald K. Tabers, 70, Murray, died Thursday. Jan. 24, 2008, at this morning that the govern- Mosul, 225 miles northwest of
Wednesday
11:55 a.m. in Murray. Churchill-hues Family Funeral Home is in ment was preparing to strike Baghdad. began
in the when an abandoned apartment
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at back against al-Qaida
northern city of Mosul after two building believed to be used as a
www.imesmiller.com
days of deadly bombings killed bomb-making factory exploded
nearly 40 people. He promised after the Iraqi army arrived to
Mrs. Alvenia Guthrie
investigate tips about a weapons
the fight "will be decisive."
The funeral for Mrs. Alvenia Guthrie will be Monday at 10 a.m.
U.S. and Iraqi forces have cache.
At least 34 people were killed
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Wendell Ray will staged many operations against
and 224 wounded when the blast
of
Baghdad
north
s
insurgent
officiate.
where levels of violence remain tore through surrounding houses
Pallbearers will be Glynn Coltharp, Robert Coltharp, Brian
even as they drop else- in the Zanjili neighborhood, a
high
Coltharp, Timmy O'Neil, Jeremy Grantham, Sam Mahan, Corey where in the country.
poverty-ridden district on the
Coltharp and Justin Newton. Burial will follow at 1:30 p.m. in the
The announcement by Prime west bank of the Tigris River.
A suicide bomber then killed
Metropolis Memorial Gardens, Metropolis, Ill., with Donald Minister Noun al-Maliki came
chief and two other offipolice
a
miliU.S.
by
the
warnings
after
Badgley officiating.
as they toured the
Thursday
cers
last
the
was
Mosul
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Sunday. tary that
n from the previous
devastatio
mainal-Qaida
where
city
major
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, Murray- tains a strong presence after day. Residents with insurgent
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
largely being driven from sympathies taunted the chief
Mrs. Guthrie, 82, Moc1tingbird Drive, Murray, died Wednesday, Baghdad and other major popu- moments before the attack.
to
traveled
Al-Maliki
lation centers.
Jan. 23, 2008, at 9 p.m. at her home.
"Today, our troops started Karbala, 50 miles south of
She had worked as a secretary for First Baptist Church, Salem,
Mosul ... and the Baghdad, a day after a roadside
Ill., for 25 years. She was a member of First Baptist Church, moving toward
be decisive," al- bomb targeted a senior aide of
will
there
fight
Murray, and a member of Pairs and Spares Sunday School Class. Maliki said during an address in Iraq's Shiite spiritual leader
Born May 24, 1925, in Karnak, Ill., she was the daughter of the late the Shiite holy city of Karbala.
Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani in
Herman Edward Walter and Effie Thomas Jacobs Walter. Also preHe did not say how many the city.
The aide, Abdul-Mahdi altroops were being sent or proceding her in death were three brothers and three sisters.
escaped with a wound
Karbalai,
widein
his
she
details
whom
to
more
vide
Guthrie,
D.
Coclie
Survivors include her husband,
but two of his bodyarm,
the
to
apparent
an
was married Nov. 5, 1942 in Charlestown, Mo.; three daughters, ranging speech,
were killed and two were
guards
ed
beleaguer
his
show
to
attempt
Barbara Coltharp and husband, Bobby Ed, and Shirley Coltharp and administration was assuming wounded, according to local
husband, Gerald, all of Sedalia, and Dianne Newton, Houston, control of the situation in Mosul police. Al-Maliki met with the
Texas; one son, Larry Codie Guthrie and wife, Marilouise, San with the U.S. military in the white-turbaned cleric, who wore
a bandage on his right forearm.
Diego, Calif.; 10 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren; two step- background.
There have been several
"Now we have a real army.
great-grandchildren.
The days when the militants assassination attempts against
could do anything in front of our al-Sistani's followers in recent
Mrs. Bonnie K. Pence
armed forces are gone," al- months as internal Shiite rivalA graveside service for Mrs. Bonnie K. Pence will be Saturday Maliki said.
ries increased in the oil-rich
Iraq, which also is
southern
n
spokesma
at 11 a.m. at New Harmony Cemetery. Elder Robert Chandler will
Ministry
Interior
officiate. Visitation will be at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Maj. Gen. Abdul-Karim Khalaf home to some of the majority
later told The Associated Press sect's most sacred shrines.
Benton, after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Al-Qaida and its supporters
that 3,000 police were being
at
a.m.
7
at
2008
22,
Jan.
Tuesday,
died
Benton,
74,
Pence.
Mrs.
find themselves without a
would
the
for
ments
reinforce
as
sent
Britthaven of Benton (formerly Marshall County Long Term Care
16,000 policemen already in major base of operations if oustfacility).
Mosul to combat insurgents. But ed from Mosul, which occupies
She had been employed with Sherwin Williams Paints, he gave no date for the start of transport crossroads between
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U.S. coalition soldier killed, 3
wounded in Afghanistan clash
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)

polity was to work in consulta-

AP

Iraqi Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki gestures as he announces
during a press cor?erence in Karbala this morning that the
government was sending troops to Mosul to fight insurgents
who have taken refuge there following operations in Baghdad
and and surrounding areas.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Don't play
politics with
universities
Allowing universities in the state to issue bonds
on their own would give them more flexibility in
getting the funding for high priority projects
instead of waiting for the General Assembly to
approve them.
On Jan. 15, the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee approved a bill that would allow
universities to issue the bonds, although lawmakers and the governor would have little say in the
matter.
Currently, when a university wants to take on a
project — such as a new, dormitory or library —
it must get legislative authorization. A project then
has to be included in the state budget and signed
off on by the governor.
The problem with this system is that there are
so many universities competing for the same funds
each year. And because of a cap on the amount of
bonded projects the state undertakes each year,
universities were competing with other state projects, including roads, water and sewer improvements and buildings, for bond funding.
This causes problems because some schools are
shortchanged.
One only has to look at the problems Western
Kentucky University had when some of their projects were vetoed by former Gov. Ernie Fletcher in
2006. Those projects then had a chance to he
:approved the following year, but an impasse
,
between the House and Senate kept them in
limbo the Democratic House had another chance
to approve them, but they walked out last summer from a special session Fletcher had called.
This bill allows for just that type of legislative
logjam to be bypassed to some extent.
, We also support this bill because debt for university projects wouldn't be a part of the commonwealth's debt. In essence, universities would
use their own revenue capacity to do their own
bonding, without limiting the state's bonding
capacity.
This is especially important considering the
budget crisis that looms over our state.
The bill still gives the General Assembly some
oversight, giving it the final approval for bonds to
make sure universities don't spend beyond their
means. They would also have to meet approval by
the Council on Postsecondary Education and the
governor could still veto the projects.
The bill now heads to the full House for consideration, but it may face a hurdle in the Senate.
We would submit to the Senate that this is a
good bill that will greatly benefit our state's
schools. Please pass it promptly and don't play
politics with our universities.
— Daily News
Bowlin& Green
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To Choose or Not To Choose
Back in 1857 the Supreme
C'ourt of the United States
decided a very important
case known as Dred Scott v.
Sandford. In this case the
high court ruled by 7-2 that
slaves were property and that
Congress could not regulate
or prohibit slavery in any of
the American states. Slavery
had existed in southern states
prior to the adoption of the
Constitution and it was generally though not universally
accepted that slavery was
constitutionally protected in
those areas.
First the Louisiana Purchase and then the Mexican
Cession raised the question
of expansion MID new states.
The 'islissoun Compromise ot
1820 and the Compromise of
18541 attempted to deal with
the festering issue hut it
would not go away.
Stephen A. Douglas then
proposed the idea of "popular sovereignty- whereby new
states would have the freedom to Chtor.e or rer.:1
slavery, this was implemented by the Kansas-Nebraska
Act of 1854. The Died
Scott decision of 1857. only
the second time the Supreme
Court had declared an act of
Congress unconstitutional.
then nullified this policy and
ruled that neither Congress
nor the states could prohibit
slasery anywhere in the
United States.
Why would anyone have
been opposed to this solution
ot this age-old prohlem..'
The highest court in the land
made up of eminent and
learned judges had determined the law of thc land
and certainly no one was
required to own slaves if he
did not want to. Moreover.
it enshnned freedom of
choice. supposedly a good
thing. as the law of the
land. But some people did
oppose it and one of those
people was a lawyer from
Illinois by the name of
Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln opposed the Died
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By WINFIELD ROSE
Scott ruling as well as the
Kansas-Nebraska Act because
he believed slavery to be
morally and ethically wrong.
Regardless of how the
Supreme Court may have
tincorrectly) interpreted the
Constitution. Lincoln believed
slavery to he a violation of
the principles upon which
the United States was founded. To him the primary
Amencan founding document
was the Declaration of Independence and its teaching
that all, people are created
by God and giten "uhalieoable- rights such as "life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.Lincoln simply did not
accept the Southern argument
that the property rights of
slave owners trumped the
liberty and, in some cases.
the life right of slaves, and
this is one reason why our
nation plans an extensive
commemoration of the bicentennial of his birth on February 12, 1809. Lincoln
also correctly thought that
slavery corrupted the character of slave owners as well
as slaves and that it was a
blemish on our national character. We still suffer from
the legacy of this most
unfortunate chapter of our
history.
The approaching 35th
anniversary of the United
States Supreme Court decision Roe v. Wade. also
decided by 7-2. prompts me
to suggest that today we
might take a lesson from
Abraham Lincoln: that he is
commonly regarded as the
greatest of all our presidents
is not an accident. Roe v.
Wade does not require abortion: like Died Scott v.
Sandford. all it does is give
the right to choose. What
could be wrong with that?
What would Lincoln say?

I think I know what Lincoln would say. Lincoln
truly knew how precious life
was because he had lost his
mother, his sister and his
only true romantic love to
early and tragic deaths
whereas today, with a much
larger population and modern
medical science and technology. we are much more
casual about life. Again,
regardless of how the
Supreme Court may have
(incorrectly) interpreted the
Constitution, I believe, and I
believe Lincoln would
agree, that abortion is a violation of the principles upon
which our nation was founded.
As the Died Scott opinion
said the property interest of
the slave owner trumped the
liberty interest of the slave.
Roc v. Wade says the liberty
interest of the mother trumps
the life interest of the
unborn. That position is
morally and ethically wrong.
As slaves were living
humans with God-given
unalienable natural rights, so
are the unborn: the difference is that the aborted
unborn are not around to be
seen and heard.
The natural rights of life,
liberty and property are not
three equal rights that must
be juggled in some kind of
balancing test. Life comes
first, then liberty, and then
property.
Simply put. we do not
have the right to harm others to benefit ourselves. No
nghts are absolute. The
exaltation of the right to
choose is a chimera. We
are not allowed the choice
to steal our neighbor's car,
to defame his character or to
kill his wife, to drive while
intoxicated or. increasingly,
to smoke in public places.
Why? Because it harms

other people.
Much of
what government is about is
denying people the right to
make certain choices.
A fundamental hallmark of
a civilized society is that it
protects its weak and
defenseless members, and
there is no one weaker and
more defenseless than an
unborn child. As with slavery, abortion corrupts the
character of those who
engage in it and is a blemish on our national character.
What a society requires,
defends, tolerates. sanctions
and prohibits goes a long
way toward. defining it.
The Died Scott opinion
virtually made the Civil War
inevitable. Slavery was'
ended by this civil war and
two constitutional amendments that followed soon
after. Roe v. Wade will not
lead to civil war but it has
contributed significantly to
our current highly contentious political environment
and what might be called a
culture war.
Though a total of seven
constitutional amendments
have been ratified to overturn Supreme Court opinions,
1 do not expect that to happen regarding Roe v. Wade
because 13 states voting in
the negative are enough to
defeat the proposal. So,
where do we go from here?
Where we go from here
is that we can support the
culture of life at every
opportunity, and there are
many. As Edmund Burke
said, "All that is necessary
for the triumph of evil is
that good men do nothing."
This battle can be won.
The best place to start here
in Murray is the Life House
Care Center located at 602
Poplar St. They do wonderful work and will welcome
your support.
Winfield Rose is a political science professor at Murray State University.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
In response to your Ian. 23 editorial.
I would like to commend you for an
excellent ciescnption for the trying
times that we face. Also, 1 would like
to expand on your concern for Kentucky's financial crisis by widening the
scope to include the entire United
States.
Your editorial focused on plans that
Gov. Beslwar hopes to implement to
alleviate Kentucky's looming budget cnsis. but I would like to remind fellow
citizens that as a nation we face an
even greater danger. With a national
debt well over 59 trillion, we as citizens of this nation should take notice
that the race for President of the U.S.
is in full swing.
Finally. candidates on both sides of
the stump have begun to address the

of the economy in their campaigns, but few have presented real
answers to the threat. Most however
have discussed boosts to the economy
via tax cuts while presenting no evidence as to how the U.S. Government
can afford to give more money back to
the people. So where will the relief to
the working citizens of the country
come from? In much the same way as
Gov Beshear is addressing Kentucky's
financial woes, by cutting educational
and emergency funding, the apparent
answers he in our government spending.
One candidate has offered a solution
to the economic problems that all the
United States and his stance has consistently revolved around government
spending. Having never voted to raise
taxes, never voted for an unbalanced
Issues

budget and never voted for Congressional pay raises, one candidate has
constantly and honestly upheld his Congressional oath.
Many people are not familiar with
the United States Constitution or the
Declaration of Independence. I would
urge your readers to become more
familiar with the document that the
founding fathers designed as our blueprint for a free nation. They would be
ashamed at voters that choose between
a lesser of two evils.
When our country began honestly,
loyalty and trust in government were
the values that people chose to die for.
Vote to bring those values hack' Please
Google Ron Paul'
Paul Camfield
Hardin. Ky.
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(1) Based on R. L. Polk 8 Co. Vehicles in Operation registration statistics CV 1987-2006. (2) Durability based on longevity. (3)13 city /19 hwy EPA est. mpg
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2007 calendar year. (8)Seat must always be locked in forward or rearward mode when vehicle is in motion. Tabletop must be installed in base at all times when in use. When
not in use, table and base must be properly stowed. Never drive with the table installed without properly using your seat belts. (9) See dealer for a copy of limited warranty and details.
Non-Transferable. Not available on SRI vehicles and certain fleet vehicles. Dodge. HEM.Quad Cab and Stow 'n Go are registered trademarks of Chrysler LIC.
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Murray-Calloway
Health Express releases
February schedule
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will
be offering lipid profiles and
Wood pressure checks during
its stops in February.
; The screenings are free to
the communities visited by
Health Express and arc offered
to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are often
no symptoms of disease. Under
niost circumstances, cholesterol
and triglycende levels should
be checked every five years.
A cholesterol and triglyceride
screening is free to every Health
Eapress patron once every live
years. More frequent testing
requires a doctor's written prescription and costs $15. Anniral screenings are recommended for diabetes patients. The
cholesterol IFIDULDI) and
triglycernic screening requires
a food fast (water only ) for
12 to 14 hours before.
During the month of February. the Health Express will
make stops to the following
ka-ations:
Monday. Feb. 4. 6 to 11:30
a.111. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. Save-A -Lot in Murray:
Wednesday. Feb. 6. 7 to
11:30 a.m. - Cadiz Baptist
Church in Cadiz:
•
Monday. Feb. II. 7 to 11:30
Hamlin One-Stop in
Hamlin.
Wednesday. Feb. 13, 6:30
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2
p in.
Kroger in Murray:
Thursday. Feb. 14, 6:30 to
1E3(1 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. - Wal-Mart in Paris. Tenn.:
Friday. Feb. IS. 6 to 10
a on
Center for Health &

OpcIlllIgs III Murray Stair
t niversity tor the "Magic Silver Show 200a" and the "Daegu
Urns ersity Faculty Show" will
be held tonight from 6 to 8
p fil. III the Eagle Gallery.
fhe gallery is located in
die Doyle lane Arts Center at
die comer of 15th Street and
(Hoe Boulevard.
"Magic Silver" is an international photography chmhilion
by reflow ned artist

Wellness in Murray:
Monday. Feb. 18, 8 to I i
a.m. — George Weaks Community Center in Murray;
Wednesday, Feb. 20, 6 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
- Wal-Mart in Murray:
Fnday, Feb. 22, 6:30 to 11
a.m. - Hazel Baptist Church
in Hazel:
Monday. Feb. 25. 6:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
- Max Fuel (Corner Market,
4th & Chestnut St.) in Murray:
Tuesday. Feb. 26, 7 to 11:30
Photo provided
— Subway in Puryear.
KEESLAR ADDRESSES LIONS: Joe Keeslar, local knife and
Tenn..
gun artisan, demonstrated his wares and techniques at
Wednesday, Feb. 27. 6 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. Tuesday's dinner meeting of the Murray Lions Club. Keeslar,
a past president and currently on the board of the 1600 mem- Food Giant in Murray:
Thursday. Feb. 28. 7 to ber American Bladesmith Society, hand crafts flintlock rifles
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. and forges knives which he displays and sells at various
First United Methodist Church shows around the country.
in Murray.
Additionally. MCCH Health
Express will have the following stop offering free screening,:
Tuesday. Feb. 19. 8 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 3 p.m. - Free
Murray's Playhouse in the at small town Fourth of July
Vision/Glaucoma. OsteoporoPark has announced a fresh slate beauty pageant.
sis, and Blood Pressure Screen- of "dreams"
for the 2008 seaA little ragamuffin's dreams
ings at the Center for Health son, marking the 31st
season of home and family are fulWellness in Murray.
of community theatre in Mur- filled in "Annie," one of the
Also available at these ray and Calloway County.
Var- best loved musicals of all time,
screenings is an Occult Blood ious forms
of human dreams, which returns to the Playhouse
Screening Kit. The cost is $4 fantasies
and aspirations pro- stage for the third time this
and this screening detects blood vide the
theme for the new August (Aug. 29 - Sept. 14).
in the stool, which can be an year of shows
that feature a
For the Halloween season,
early indicator of colon canmix of classic American drama. the playhouse will stage a perencer.
comedy and musical theatre.
nial favorite. "Dark of the
For more information on the
The 2008 mainstage season Moon."(Oct. 17 - Nov. 2)based
February Health Express sched- kicks of in
February with John on the haunting folk ballad
ule or about the screenings Steinbeck's
classic tale of "Barbara Allen." And to raise
offered, call 762-1348.
friendship and the American those holiday spirits, the simdreams of independence, home ple Christmas dream of a young
ownership and self-sufficiency. Midwestern boy named Ralphie,
the bittersweet classic drama an infamous Red Ryder BB
"Of Mice and Men" (Feta 22- gun, provides the poignantly
March 91.
comic backdrop of "A ChristGreed. con-noon. and the mas Story." ()cc. 5 - 21) a
&was et stanioaa move to theaancal adaptation of the clasJoyce 'Tenueson The "Daegu" the tatty rhythms of the roar- sic holiday film.
The Playhouse's commitexhibit features artwork by fa,- ing '21). when "Chicago" has
ulty members from one of Mur- the stage i April 25-May II)
ment to youth programming
In July. a small town and theatre education continray State's partner institution,
woman's dreams of achieve- ues with two more offerings
in South Korea.
The receptions are free and ment. recognition and redemp- for 2008. The youth acting
open to the public. Refresh- tion play to great comic effect company Box of Frogs will
in Beth Henley's, "The
ments will be served.
stage a Box of Frogs Desert
For more information on the Firecracker Contest." (June 272 A'abaret, May 17-18. Meangallery. call 1309-3052 or visit July 13) which chronicles the while. the Playhouse in the
ongoing attempt of Carnelle Park annual summer youth
Online
at
Scott to redeem her tarnished
14 v.v. murra!,%tate.edu/artreputation t+% ‘A inning an a nun

Playhouse in the Park
announces "dream" se

Our Featured
Bridal Couple:
Jessica Bybee
and Seth Grogan
km. t

t,

An Open House for Drug Court will be
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 312
South 8th St., Murray, at Dr. Dan Miller's
building at South 8th and Vine Streets.
This is for both Calloway and Marshall
counties for the 42nd Judicial Circuit Drug
Court. Homemakers and the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
be in charge of the food and decorations.
All interested persons are invited to
attend.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Special event Saturday

A memorial run of cars and trucks in
memory of the late Charlie Barnett and Jimmy
Colson will start Saturday at noon at WalMart, rain, snow or shine. After the run, food and drinks will
be served at the home of Charlie and Edna Barnett.

Neighborhood Watch will meet
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Speakers will be Calloway County Jailer Phil Hazle and Calloway County Sheriff
Bill Marcum. All area residents are urged to attend.

Adult Great Books group to meet
The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library. Donald Prue will be the leader for the
discussion of the selection, "Defense of Poetry" by Bysshe
Shelley. All persons who have read the selection are invited
to attend and take part in the discussion.

Grandparents Raising Children to meet
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren of the Murray Family
Resource Youth Services Center will meet Monday at noon in
the west conference room at the Murray Board of Education
on South 13th Street. All interested parties are welcome to
attend.

MES meeting Monday
Murray Electric System Board will meet Monday at 4 p.m.
at the MES building at 205 North 4th St., Murray.

Creative Arts group will meet
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.

Elementary Committee to meet
Murray Elementary School Textbook Committee will meet
Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the teacher workroom of the school. All
interested persons are invited.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks Monday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. at First United Methodist Church. Murray.

Training School event Monday
Monday. is the 80th anniversary of the Training School
building at Murray State University. Graduates, students, faculty and friends of the Training School, College High or University School are invited to a celebration of the Training
School Legacy on Monday at 7 p.m. in.--the auditorium oh.
Wrather Museum at MSU. Dr. Russ Wall, dean of the college
of education, will make brief comments on the Legacy of the
Laboratory School. Plans will be discussed for an expanded
memorial on campus and other ways to remember and share
the legacy of all those involved with the Training School during the 52 years of its existence.

Historical Society plans meeting
Jackson Purchase Historical Society will meet Saturday at 1
p.m. at Wrather Museum auditorium on the Murray State University campus. Dr. Bob Lochte and Dr. Jim Gantt will present a program on Nathan B. Stubblefield, 1860-1928, The public is invited to attend.

•t

V•

Lasagna Lunch planned Sunday
Lighthouse Baptist Church will have a Lasagna Lunch on
Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at the church. This is a fundraiser to
send the youth group to the Creation Museum. Reservations
are suggested by calling 293-4386 or 227-5982.
"SI Oa(
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Tractor & Truck Pull planned

whers.f• %%imam* • 11211.
2100
Wend*, tvida• 10-S
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Tractor and;Truck Pull will be tonight and Saturday at the
Murray State University Expo Center. Gates will open at 6
p.m. For information call 1-800-489-4792.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

C

iift
f k

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at.St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

tes
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SCHEDULE GOOD TRU JAN. 31

moviesinmurmy.com
27 Dresses
PG13• 1:30 - 4 00 - 7.20 • 9.45
The Pin*.
W.TIAN
Dwal II. Artytfifyi
4', sat & Sun °fay

Meet the Spartans
PG13• 225• 406 • 7:15 • 9:10

Soccer Association plans registration

TON BERRYILecioer a Times
CHECK RECEIVED: Tonia Casey. director of Murray Need Line. center, receives a check for
$2,700 and a donation of about 1,500 pounds of food, blankets and other items from Barbara
and John Paschall of Hazel The Paschalls collected the donations from visitors that donated
money. canned goods. toiletnes and other items during the family's Magical Christmas holiday
ights display at their State Line Road home in Hazel last month.

Methodist women need volunteers

SNOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Rambo
R- 1 25 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9.35
Untraceable
R- 1.10- 3:30' 7:35 - 9:50

Wed?mitt Maher*
P013 - 3;10 - 900
Akin Ai The Cleipamak%
PG - 1:00 - 6:55
The Bucket List
PG • 1 35-350-706420

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for the coming season at the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. Dates for registration will
be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., on Thursday. Feb. 7, from
5 to 9 p.m. and on Saturday. Feb. 9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information call Sheltie at 753-8%2 or visit the
website at www.beccreek.org

has now moved to

Spa La Vie

The women of First United Methodist Church will have
its annual Sew-A-Thon for missions starting Monday and continuing through Friday. Volunteers are needed to cut and sew
simple dresses and shorts to be taken to the children in Central and South America. Hours will be from 9 a .m. to 3 p.m.
at the church, located at the corner of South Fifth and Maple
Streets.

CCHS Class of 1988 plans meeting

Calloway County High School of 1988 will meet tonight at
6 at Pagliai's to plan for the "20th reunion of the class. All
class members are urged to attend. For more information call
Jennifer Stubblefield at 416-2.878.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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Murray Art Guild schedules
spring workshop events,
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The Murray Art Guild is
begirunng its spring workshop
season with several opportunities for adults and children.
Workshops at the Guild are
taught by experienced artists
and teachers and are small in
size offering a unique opportunity for students to have very
independent learning experience. The following 12 week
classes for students have a continuing enrollment till classes
are full:
• Messy Friday: taught, by
Kristi Shapla, is for ages 3-6
and meets on Fridary mornings
9am- lOarn beginning February
I. Students and parents will
be introduced to a variety of
age appropriate materials and
art techniques as they eltplore
creative possibilities. The projects vary from week to week
with some having an emphasis on group interaction.
• Drawing & Painting:
Exploring the Artist: taught by
Debi Danielson this class for
ages 6-9 meets on Wednesday
afternoons from 3:30-5 p.m.
beginning Jan. 30. In this studio students will work with a
variety of drawing and painting mediums to develop their
own work based on studies of
different artists.
• MAG Juniors: taught by
Heather Duffy, this studio is
designed for students 10-13
and meets on Tuesday afternoons from 4-5:30 p.m. beginning Feb. 5. In this studio,
students work independently on
both 2D and 3D projects with
an emphasis on the creative
process and individual expression.
• The Guild offers an open
studio for members (membership is $35 annually) with areas
set up for painting and drawing as well as a weaving studio. These studios are available during regular Guild hours
(Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday 10-3) and while
no formal instruction is going
on, working artist are often on
hand for mentoring. In addition, the following opportunities are available for adults:
• Oil Painting: taught by
local artist Mary Fuhnnann
from 6-9 p.m., Jan. 28-31 will
focus on the basic materials

Photo provided
INSTALLATION: Installed as officers for 2008 for Hazel Woodmen of World Lodge 138 were,
from left, Edna Jones, musician, Linda Fain, vice president, Ann Spann, secretary, Don
Newberry, trustee, J.W. Jones, president, Glenn Jones, sentry, William Gerald Paschall,
trustee, James Lee Harmon, installing officer, and Carol West, trustee.

MAG Photo
and techniques of oil painting.
This workshop is a great opportunity for beginners and a good
refresher for the more experienced painter. This is one of
our most popular workshops
as Mary guides students through
the basics of composition and
color in painting.
• Intermediate Wire Jewelry: local artist Beverly Kietzke will introduce participants
to wire jewelry techniques using
silver wire to create beautiful
wearable art. Easy techniques
that can be used over and over
to create one of a kind jewelry.
• Beginning Weaving: this
opportunity is by appointment
and allows the student to work
one on one with an experienced weaver learning the
basics of weaving, working both
on a table loom and a floor
loom. Students may design projects for scarves, table runners
and placemats, as well as rugs
or small blankets. Once the
basics are mastered, students my
sign up to work on the Guild
looms independently.
On going opportunities at
the Guild for adults include:
a Thursday morning Life Drawing Session were artist work
independently in any media
from a model, Plein Air Painting meets second Monday
monthly at various area locations for a day of painting and
drawing the landscape (loca-

tions are announced the week
prior), and Weave A Rug In
A Day is available by appointment.
The Guild also provides a
place for artist to exhibit their
work. Currently on exhibit in
the Guild Gallery is an exhibition of work based on the
Artist Challenge "Delicate".
Throughout the year, several
Artist Challenges are held. Participants are encouraged to create a piece of artwork which
answers the "challenge". in this
case delicate. The Artist Challenge series is open to any
one interested in participating.
The next challenge, due in
March, is "view". The Guild
Gallery is open to the public
free of charge during regular
Guild hours, or by appointment.
Workshop and class fees are
set according to the needs of
each class. For additional information and registration, contact the Guild at 753-4.059 or
murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.
The Kentucky Arts Council, a state agency in the Commerce Cabinet, provides operational support funding for the
Murray Art Guild with state
tax dollars and federal funding from the National Endowment of the Arts, which believes
that a great nation deserves
great art. More information on
the Guild may be found at:
www.murrayartguild.org.

Playhouse ...
From Page 6A
camp will return with a junior sized production of "A Year
with Frog and Toad," based
on the popular series of chil
dren's books by Arnold Loeb.
Auditions will be May 19-20
with camp dates May 27-June
6. Performances will be June
6-10 at 7:30 p.m. Friday-Saturday and Monday-Tuesday
with a /30 p.m. matinee on
Saturday and 2 and 4 p.m. .
matinees on Sunday.
According to Playhouse
Executive Artistic Director Ross
Bolen, 2008 is a dream season in many ways. 'I really '
feel that we were able to come
up with a dream season of
shows that provide a wealth
of great stories with a variety
of styles as well as opportunities for area performers and
artists of all ages and genders,' Bolen said. 'That is
always a Mary goal in a
community theatre setting, to
find a mix,of compelling stones and balance in the age
ranges and genders of the performers needed."
It was after the shows had
been assembled that Bolen
i the dream motif extendthe stories themselves.
'I noticed that every story we
will tell this season contains
characters pursuing their dreams
in some way. Some dreams
are deep and powerful, some
are perhaps shallow and selfserving, but the characters in
all these stories are pursuing
or trying to capture their dreams
in some fashion.'
A major change in the traditional Playhouse schedule is
also in the works for 2008
Thursday night performances
are now gone and to make up
for their omission. show will
now run for three performance
Friday through Sunday for three
weekends instead of two.
Season tickets to the Playhouse in the Pali are available for order now by emailng playhouse murray-ky net,
or by *one at 759-1752. Individual oasis for all 2008 per-

formances will be available for
sale Feb. 6th. Individual tickets for all 2008 performances
can be purchased online at

www.playhouseinthepark.net, or
by calling the Murray Convention & Visitors Bureau at
759-2199.

Coen/ ieerninofers
The following is a reminder of an event
planned for he , this week that was recently
published in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Amy Lynn Norsworthy, daughter of Rick
and Rachelle Norsworthy and Donna and Danny
Dunn, all of Murray, and James Donald

Glory Bound
Entertainment
meets tonight
Glory
Bound Christian
Entertainment Ministry will
meet tonight from 7 to 9 in
the fellowship hall of Goshen
United Methodist Church, 4726
Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured groups will be The Messengers and Roicarte Kaler.
There is no admission charge.
but items for eed Line will
be accepted.
For informa on call Joe
Lawrence at 753-643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124" or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail
glory-bound@hotmail.com

MHS Class
of 1988 plans
reunion
The Murray High School
class of 1988 is currently making plans for a 20-year reunion.
All class members should
e-mail their contact information to David McDowell at
david.mcdowell@murray.kysch
ools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.

Photo provided
CONTEST WINNERS: Winners of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 annual Patriots
Pen essay contest have been announced. Pictured, from left, are VFW Quartermaster Done
Walters, local winners Harmon Wilson and Cara Meredith, first-place local and district winner
Jennifer Williams, and Larry Stone, VFW vice-commander.

ew For 2008
CANDY'S
CAMPERS
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Admission

..............$6.00
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OF CADIZ. KY
For Show And Sell
'Toy Hauler Camper
• 5th Wheel Camper
• 3 Travel Trailers
-• W/Slide Outs

Paducah Expo Center
at JR's Executive Inn

CATCH ALL THE PROS!
January 25-27
Fri., Sat., & Sun
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Shaunesey, son of Mike and Sherri Shaunesey of Prescott, Ariz., and Shirley and Don Bryant
of Greenfield, Term., will be married Saturday.
Jan. 26, 2008, at 4 p.m. at West Fork Baptist
Church, Stella area, off Ky. 121 South, Murray.
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Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by
Bridget laszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for the week of Jan 28-Feb. 1.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday applesauce, milk; Tuesday - muffin, milk; Wednesday - banana,
milk; Thursday - cereal. graham crackers, milk; Friday - muffin, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast cereal and juice available daily) Monday - muffin; Tuesday - oatmeal, Footed; Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup, banana; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Friday - muffin. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad.
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, roll,
creamed potatoes w/gravy, baked apples; Tuesday - turkey
roast, roll, creamed potatoes w/gravy, green beans; Wednesday - cheese pizza, green peas, pineapple, gelatin; Thursday
- mini corn dogs, green beans, orange wedges; Friday - ham
and cheese sandwich, lettuce, tomato, grapes.
Elementarles - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage
biscuit; Tuesday - muffin; Wednesday - eggs, hashbrown,
toast; Thursday - oatmeal, Poptart; Friday - French toast
sticks w/syrup. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads,
milk served daily) - Monday - spaghetti, Texas toast, corn
dog, grilled cheese sandwich Tuesday - pizza, breaded chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday chicken nuggets, roll, tuna sandwich, yogurt and animal crackers; Thursday - hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - sliced turkey w/roll, cheeseburger, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - ham, egg and cheese biscuit; Tuesday - steak biscuit; Wednesday - pancake and sausage on•
stick w/syrup; Thursday - muffin, Poptart; Friday - biscuit
w/sausage gravy. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad,
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - taco salad. Mexican
cornbread, Chuckwagon sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich,.
Tuesday - chicken fajita, hot ham and Swiss, pimento cheese
sandwich, pizza; Wednesday - spaghetti, garlic toast, hamburger, submarine sandwich; Thursday - hot dog, turkey and
cheese sandwich, Domino's pizza; Friday - chicken teriyaki
w/roll, breaded chicken sandwich, submarine sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Poptarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit;
Tuesday - French toast sticks w/syrup; Wednesday - ham
and cheese biscuit; Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Friday - pancakes w/syrup. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits,
vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily)
Monday - oven fried chicken, roll, grilled cheese sandwich;
Tuesday - chili cheese fries. Laker wrap; Wednesday - chicken taco, bar-b-q ribette sandwich; Thursday - foot long chili
dog, submarine sandwich: Friday - chicken quesadilla. Chuckwagon sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - toaster pastry; Tuesday - breakfast
bagel; Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday - biscuit
and sausage; Friday - egg and cheese on toast. Lunch
(canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat
milk available daily) Monday - mini corn dogs, turkey wrap:
Tuesday - taco salad, BBQ chicken on bun; Wednesday chicken w/biscuit and gravy, tuna salad w/crackers, Thursday
- open face pizza, sub sandwich; Friday • galaxy cheese
pizza, Sloppy Joe on bun.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice arid milk available
daily) Monday - toaster pastry; Tuesday - breakfast bagel:
Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday - sausage and
biscuit; Friday - yogurt w/graham crackers. Lunch (cooked
and fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk
available deity) Monday - mini corn dogs, turkey wrap: Tuesday - taco salad, 13B0 chicken w/bun; Wednesday - chicken
0i/biscuit and gravy, tuna salad w/crackers; Thursday • open
face pizza, sub sandwich; Friday - galaxy cheese pizza, Sloppy Joe on bun.
High • Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - breakftust pizza; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy.
Wednesday - scrambled egg breakfast wrap, Thursday •
sausage biscuit: FrIday • breakfast bagel. Lunch (hamburger,
che,seburgr. pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned
andi fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday Ch
gon sandwich, turkey wrap; Tuesday - taco salad.
Mo
n pizza, chef salad w/dressing and crackers; Wednosdey Sarlsbury steak/gravy, chicken salad plate: Thursday spict chicken sandwich, chef salad w/dressing, crackers, FriBBI3 chicken sandwich, fish wicheese sandwich.
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
savErrni DAY AI/WE:NMI
Set. 900•m
Worship
Sat. 10.16 a m
Sabbath School
ST. MULE% ANGLICAN CHURCH
Ilia May6,61 thensay. Bastion. KY 44025
270-627:•002
1000am
Senna
Feast Day Services contart tbs Radar 252 1.31.19
APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
10.00• m
Sunday
6 45 p
Tuesday
6 45 p m
Thursday

NEW PROVIDENCE
101)0• In
Sunday School
6pm
11•m
Worship
OAK GROVE
10•m
Sunday School
II • m & 7 p m
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10-00• m
Sunday School
11 00. m
g
Preachin
5 30 p
Prayer Service
600 p in
Church

SAMS?
BLOOD RIVER
II 00• m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10•m
Sunday School
11 am k 6 pm
Worship

POPLAR SPRING
10 a m
Sunday School
Worship 845 •in & II am & 6 pm

SALEM BAPTIST

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9 45 a m
Sunday St knok
II (X)• m
Morning SrI,it es.
600 p m
Evenirui Services
H
CHURC
T
BAPTIS
DEXTER
6 30 p m
Wednesday Service
10(X)• m
Sunday School
11 COO a in
Worship Service
6 00 p m
Sunday Night

9 30•in
Sunday School
10 30• m & 6 p m
Worship
7 00 p m
Study
Bible
Night
Wed
SCOTTS GROVE
945 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Worship Service
600 pm
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 p m
l
Spiritua
for
Prayer & Fasting
Sat Apm -10 pm
Awakening

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
4100 a in
Sunday School
10 00• in Ik 6 00 p m
Worship
5 00 p in
lhacipleahip Training

SINKING SPRING
10 a in
Sunday School
II•m & 6pm
Worship
7 p In
Wednesday

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10 00 a m
Sunday School
I I 00• m
Morning Worship
604) p in
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study k Youth 700 p m

SOUTH MARSHALL
10• m
Sunday Si ha)
11 • m 630pm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9 00• m
Sunday School
10•in
Worship Services
6p m
Mari pleshi p Training

rArra BAPTIST
1100am
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
1000• in
Sunday s, hool
1100•m 6600 pm
Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday
FIRST am-npn•
9 45• m
Sunda. Srhml
Worship 14306 10 S!) am 66pm
PUNT BAPTIST
10 00 am
Sunda) School
II 00• m
Morning Worship
645 pm
Everii ng Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930• m
Sunday School
10 45• m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
934)• in
Sunda) School
1045am & 6pm
Worship

RT. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

worming BAPTIST CHURCH
9 30 a m
Sunday School
lti 341• m & 6 pm
Worship
7 p in
Volesinosday

DEXTER
930• m
Sunday School
1030iim 6600pm
Worship
7.00 p m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
am
10.00
Bible Study
11 00a in
Morning Worship
5.00 pm
Evening Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURC•Hm
1()
Sunday School
11•m 66pm
Worship
7 p In
Wednesday
EASTWOOD sArrurr CHURCH
Y BAPTIST CHURCH
VICTOR
10 a.m
40 LAM
tiunday Scheel
rimailay Sobsei
Its..&•pa. Worship
it •es •epin
Menem IllerAtte
in
p
7 p in
Wednesday
YieOriendaN
HARDIN RAPTDII
ri 00 9 15 h 10 30• m
Worship
sun Schools ri 00, 9 15 6 1030•m
WNW
6-00 pm
Evening Worship
7 p in
Wednesday Worship
ST HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4 00 p m
Saturday MAAS
HAZEL BAPTIST
10 30• m
Sunday Maas
9 30• m
Sunday St hoot
10 30•ni & 6 311/ p m
ST. LEO CATHOUC CHURCH
Worship
600 p in
530 pin
Saturday Maas
i'hurch Training
it•in & II • m
Sunday Masses
7 00 p m
Wednesday 'Aka:ship

CIOINIMAN

KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11 00• in
Morning Worship
S 30-7 30 p m
Aeons
545 p in
Trairung (*nom
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
LEDRITTIER MISSIONARY sArnirr
10 00• in
Sunday School
11 a nk 64)6' pm
Preaching
7410 pm
Wednesday Night
IIGHTHOVIIE BAPTIST C1IUIL411
1000• in
skinday School
II•m •6 pm
Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Worship

FIRST CHRIA11AT4
900• m
Sunday School
10 IS am
Worship Servo,
KURSAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
930•in
Bible School
10 30 a m
Worship
600 p m
Evening Service
ICEIEI MOW
10 30• m
Sunday School
Reading Room Ewer, Wed 12-3 p in
7 30 p in
2nd Wednesday

=mom

COMM OF
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 041 • in
Bible School
9 SO • m
Morning Worship
p in
Evening 9iorahlp

LOCUST GROVE
1000• m
: urvini School
,
11 am 66pm
Morning Worship
700 p
Wedneeday Worship

WEST MURRAY
10 50•in
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9-00 a m.
Morning
6.00 p m
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
CIVICS MOM COM
INN NMI
Ifu
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
.10-00 a in
Sunday Priesthood
1110 a.m
Sunday School
1210 p in
Sacrament Meeting
EPISCIPAL
FIT. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10 30•in
Worship
960• in
Sunday School
12 00 p co
Tuesday

NEW CONCORD
9 50• m & 6 p rn
Worship
9• in
Bible Clemens
p in
Wedneaday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9-00 a in
Bible Study
1000•m & 660 pm
Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship

W/AYMEN CHAPEL AWE CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Service

AMERICAS CHURCH OF GOD
14044 Sycamore St
1000• m. & 5:00 p.m
Sunday.
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10.16 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship

PENTECOSTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11-00 a.m
Sunday Morning
6.30 p m
Wednesday Evening

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

S WITNESSES
'
AINOVAN

wITNIUM

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Night
Wednesday

930 a.m
10:30 a.m.

LIITNIMAN

EMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9-00 a in
10.30 a.m

Bible Study
Worship

CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7.00 p.m.

orr
unisponmwry
CHURCH

CHRISTIAN colon:
1030 am.
Worship Sunday
ChildrenS Sunday School 11.00•m
FREEDOM HOUSE
10 00•in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10-00• m
Worship
Wednesday Home Groups 6(14) pm

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 cm
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m_
Worship
MURRAY !FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

9.30 a.m.
10:30 a.m
600 p m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10700 a.m
Sunday School
11700 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
1st & 3rd Sun. Night

FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship

COLDWATER
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8.50 •.in
Worship Service
9:50 a.m
Sunday School

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
600 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10-30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 cm.
Sunday School 6 Worship
6 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Contemporary Service
Bible Study
Regular Worship

9:00 a.m
1000 a.m
1100 cm

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
Sunday School

Professional Sound & Video 'Iwo

Parker Ford

\
1111154.o] oil,

‘1414'A

Lincoln-Mercury

NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.

8456 11 a.m
9:50 a.m

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1050 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10700 a In
Sunday School
11:00-7-30 pm
Worship Service

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9.00 •.m
Sunday School
10:00 ism
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED asnionurr
11:00 cm
Sunday School
9:46 a.m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
10700 cm
Sunday School
11,00 a.m
Morning Worship

PIESETTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 a m
Sunday School
10745 am
Worship

KIRILSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 am
Sunday School
11 00•m
Worship Service

LYNN GROVE
9700 a.m.
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTIED
900am
Worship Service
10:30 a.m
Sunday School

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11700 a.m.
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6:30 p.m.

h

tee(eke-

/at

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10:00 am
Sunday School
11 00am 6630pm
Worship

Murray Appliance
and TV
"Your A uthorized GE Showcase Deakr"
212 E. Main St.• 753-1586

It gienate
;

A demcks
ce
• aerskewear Csawsketej gla

viOs Glendale Road • Murray, la 42071
12701 731-1355

libuat ER & TIMES
arrayiedger.coai

(270) 753-l91$ • www.am

I ft-• /

740 1.1

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

Is le•.

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8- I:30
144t,

li

1•1190•01111•0402
13413 Slam Plods IS MO

aiii
CHRYSLER•OODGE•JEEP
1400 N. 12Th • MURRAY, KY •7534448

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
— omans 10:8

c
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MURRAY CHURCH
9.45 cm
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
630 p.m
Wednesday Worship

Choice
Attend The Church Service Of Your
/at

.4•••:/ et •e••itt

,

TEMPLE HILL UNTIED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Preaching

IRMO'S?
BETHEL UNITED

UNIVERSITY
9:00 •.m.
Bible Classes
10495 sin & 11-00 p
named,

KIRKSICY CHURCH OF CHRIST
101)0•in
Sunday School
10 50•m
Morning Worship
700 p in
Evening Worship
Sunday & Wednesdays
WT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10-00 a in
Sunday School
11 00• m
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship

AURORA CHRISTIAN
II•m 66 prn
Worship
10• on
Bible Study Sunday
7pm
Bilk Study Wednesday

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:46 cm
Sunday School
10-46 a in .
Morning Worship

Woman,corm
Praise and Worship 1030 a.m & 6 p m
7p in
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN ciorram
10:30•in
Sundays
700 p in
Wednesdays

UNION GROVE
10:50•m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

10-00 a In
Bible Study
10 45• m
Morning Service.
600 p in
Evening Worship
700 p In
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
900• m
Bible Study
950• in
Morning Worship
6-00 pm
Evening Worship
7(10 p m
Mid-Week Worship
IIICIORT GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
900• m
Sunday Bible Class
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Night

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11 -00 a.m
Sunday School

HIGHER PRAISE

SECOND STREET
10745 •.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
GULNDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 am,9 am & 6 pm
Worship
1015 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study

rt.alit- •

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11700 a.m.
Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 17 m,tes onto( Lynn Grove
10700 am
Sunday School
10746 a.m.
Worship
730 p.m
Evening Service

Morning Worship
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
(OLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 30• m
Sunday School
10 15•in
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
7 00 p rn
Wed Bible Study

MT. HEBRON
10.00 am.
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
930 am
Bible School
1130 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Endity Worship

JEHOVAH'S
Public Talk
Watchtower Study

10:00 a.m.
11:00 cm

Worship
Sunday School

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday:

R.S.V. Proverbs 29:20

4130• m
II • in

7:00 p.m.
10700 a.m.
7-00 p.m.

Thursday Night
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening

words?
So you see a man who is hasty in his
him.
for
than
fool
a
for
hope
There is more

SUGAIt CREEK
10• m
Sunday School
Ilam 66pm
Worships
7pm
Wednesday
WEST FORK
I I 00• m
Morning Worship
700 p in
Wednesday Evening
600 p in
Sunday Evening

HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000• m
Sunday Schoni
Viorahip Service 11 00 am 66pm
701) p in
Wednesday

MILOS!TRILL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY

The art of attentive listening is a skill that few of us
have mastered. When listening to others, we are often so
concerned about what we
will say next that we fail to
hear what the other person
is telling us. A conversation
is a two-sided activity that
should go back and forth
like a good tennis match. If
one side is dominating the
a good converconversation or not listening, it won't be
e with our
peopl
dazzle
to
nice
it's
sation. Although
often just
e
peopl
sparkling wit and incredible stories,
ions, they
situat
these
In
want someone to listen to them.
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may need to vent
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even
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listen
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someo
want
them feedback; perhaps they just
are going through.
to them and understand what they
that someone just
The next time you get the impression
carefully to what
listen
needs a sympathetic ear, try to
to what they may
ion
attent
pay
they are saying, but also
on some deeper
y
conve
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trying
are
but
not be saying
s for us to talk
unitie
level. There will be plenty of opport
g held our
havin
regret
rarely
at some later time. We
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g
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regret
often
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tongues to listen,

NORTHSIDE
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Windup

ASSEWILIES OF NO
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunda) Morning Worship 10 30• m
Sunday Evening Worship 6 00 pm
7(6) pm
Wednesday Bible Study

7 p.131.
Tuesdays Sibla Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p.m.
Saturdays CelebesUan Service 7 p.m.

Let Others
Have Their Say

MOUNT HOILES FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30• m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11 00• m
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening Worship

MT.CARDULI.

RAWEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL

*

LONE OAK PRO11117VE
200 p m
1st Sunday
200 p in
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10.50•in
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening Worship

mei

FITS BLOCK 8
COte.
X Concre
MIMix
READY Ready

Building Blocks S
East Main Nast

733-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 71mothy 4:7

•

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707 W. Mai• Murray•2711•7534%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a Personal Touch
MS S. kb St.• Murray, KY •(270)750-98N

And ifIgo

and prepare a place for

you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3
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Unknown Christian author's book skyrockets as bestseller
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) _
Donald Miller still loves God
and Jesus. Don't misunderstand
him.
His problem is with Christianity, at least how it's often
practiced.
"It's a dangerous term so I
try to avoid it," said Miller,
who considered giving up his
career as a Christian writer
and leaving the church in 2003
because he couldn't attend services without getting angry.
For him, the word conjured
up conservative politics, suburban consumerism and an
"insensitivity to people who
aren't like us." He sat in his
boxer shorts and banged out a
memoir of his experiences with
God, stripped of the trappings
of religion.
"Blue Like Jazz: Nonreligious Thoughts on Christian
Spirituality" sold just enough
to pay a few months rent. Then
five years later, spurred by a

grass-roots
movement of
20-something
Christians
longing to connect to God
without ties to
the
religious
right, the book
became a sudden hit.
Miller
Fans were
buying caseloads and passing out copies
to friends. It peaked at No.
18 on The New York Times
list of best-sellers among paperback nonfiction in November.
He was mobbed by fans after
a recent Young Life conference in Orlando where he
addressed a crowd of roughly
4,000.
Christians tired of the "life
is perfect" mantra of some
churches, revel in his ability
to talk unashamedly about
smoking pot, living in a hip-

pie commune and the notion
that God isn't a Republican.
Supporters say
Miller's
authentic, graceful approach to
God has finally given a voice
to their brand of Christianity.
The book also debuted at a
time when the emerging church
movement— which emphasizes
the individual's faith experience and varied worship styles
— is flourishing, signaling a
fertile audience for such religious musings among more
socially liberal evangelicals.
Watching TBN one night on
TV, Miller, 36, realized the
conservative religious network
was many peoples baseline for
Christianity. He wanted to
change that.
"These people are absurd.
I've been a Christian all my
life and I don't even know Christians this weird," said the Portland, Ore.-based writer, who
is single.
In his book, Miller describes

his disdain for the us vs. them
mentality between Christians
and non-Christians.
"I felt, once again, that there
was this underlying hostility
for homosexuals and Democrats and, well, hippie types. I
cannot tell you how much I
did not want liberal or gay
people to be my enemies. I
liked them," he wrote. "The
real issue in the Christian community was that (love) was
conditional ... You were loved
in word, but there was, without question, a social cortunodity that was being withheld
from you until you shaped up."
Dave Morton was also growing cold on the church when
he picked up Miller's book.
"The perspective that was
refreshing to me was that your
Christian faith doesn't have to
look exactly like everybody's
else's," said Morton, a 28-yearold ski instructor from Bend,
Ore. "It kind of inspired me

to pursue God again with a
fresh perspective."
Brad Jones, a 30-year-old
youth pastor at a conservative
Southern Baptist Church in
South Florida, said he felt alone
in his desire for more authentic dialogue about God.
"My thoughts on faith aren't
really going along with everyone else and then I read this
and said, That's what I've been
thinking the whole time,' he
said.
Millet's book embraces cultural relevance, not cultural
dominance, he said.
Some experts say Miller and
authors like him are in sync
with a generation of young
adults who very much believes
in God, Jesus and the basics
of Christianity, but are struggling to balance their conservative Christian upbringings
with a culture that embraces a
go-along-to get-along philosophy.

Critics call Miller's works
casual and glib and say he
strays from biblical truths when
he downplays homosexuality
and other sins. One such critic, Shane Walker, says Miller
presents Jesus as a "nice fellow who meets one at the
campfire and swaps stories."
He forgets to remind readers
that Jesus is also a judge and
avenger who "wants to save
you from his just wrath,"
according to his review for
9Marks,
an
organization
designed to help local churches re-establish their biblical
bearings.
Miller, who is almost disappointingly normal looking in
jeans and a blue button-down
shirt, says "toeing the party
line for the church is not my
job; telling the truth is my job.
I don't fear saying that certain
Republican policies are painful
for God to endure."

Various
churches
have keen, pastor, will speak about Hill as acolyte parent. Jennifer Logan Wallace will speak about
released information concerning "What Shall We Do" with scrip- Van Waes and Dr. Randy Black "The Message of Music" with
their worship services for the ture from Matthew 9:35-38 at will be worship leaders for the scripture from Matthew 6:28coming weekend as follows:
the 11 a.m. worship service. services.
34. Leading the song service
Hazel United Methodist: Ralph Robertson will lead the
Goshen United Methodist: will be Todd Walker, associRev. Alan Trull, pastor, will singing with Ricky Cunningham Rev. Bob Saywell, guest, will ate minister. Also assisting will
speak about "Love's Sacrifice" as pianist. Sunday School will speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- be Garry Evans, involvement
with scripture from Mark 10:17- be 10:30 a.m. Coffee Break ice with Tom Villaflor as the minister, Nick Hutchens, youth
22 at the 9:45 a.m, worship serv- and Discussion Type Bible speaker's assistant. Marlene minister, Johnny Phillips, Ron
ice. Johnna Nance will give Study will be at 10 a.m. Thurs- Beach and Linda Palmer will Cook, Karl Smith, Jason Reed,
the children's message. J. W. day.
be greeters. Serving as acolytes George Garner, Hayden Rogers,
Jones will be the worship leader
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. will be Elizabeth Brunn and Hunter Garrison, Zachary
and Toni Jones will be pianist. Ann Marie Montgomery, co- Teela Etheridge. Children's Underhill, Charlie Rogers and
Sunday School will be at II pastor, will speak about "Full- church will be, directed by Ryan Kelly. A short worship
a.m.
ness of Life?" with scripture Donna Maynard. April Arnold service will be at 5 a.m, and
Mason's Chapel United from Psalm 27:1, 4-9 at the will direct the choir with Pat Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
Methodist: Rev. Alan Trull, 10:45 a.m. worship service. Brunn, Renee Doyle and Carla
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
pastor, will speak about "Love's Todd E. HIll is choir director Halkias as accompanists. Sun- Martin Severns, pastor, will
Sacrifice" with scripture from with Lee Kern as pianist. Ron day School with Tim Chaney speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
Mark 10:17-22 at the 11 a.m. Reuter will be liturgist. Assist- as superintendent will be at a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servworship service. Alyssa Jones ing will be Craig and Lori 10:15 a.m. The youth and adults ices. Jeff Prater is minister of
will give the youth moments. Weeder and Jamie and Roy of both Goshen and Kirksey music and Misty Williams and
Accompanists will be Karen Helton, ushers. Sunday School churches will meet at Goshen Kathy Thweatt are accompaColes and Sharon Myatt. Sun- will be at 9:30 a.m. and Kore- at 6 p.m. with youth in the nists. Special music will be
family fellowship center and by Brd. Prater at the 8:30 servday School will be at 10 a.m. an Worship at 4 p.m.
ice and LaVern Holt at the
Frank Coles is the worship
First Baptist: Keith Inman, adults in the sanctuary.
Glendale. Road Church of 10:50 service..Aaaissiasg will
leader and Jimmy Myatt is .the guest speaker, will speak at
lay leader. Larry Chrisman and the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. and Christ: John Dale, minister, will be Joe F-reyburger, deacon of
Johnny Underwood will be ush- 6 p.m. worship services. Kent speak about "This Applies to the week, and Ron James for
ers. Sunday School will be 10 Jackson-is interim music direc- Us! To Me!" with scripture Sunday School report. Sunday
a.m. and Tiffany Dowdy will tor with Lucretia Jackson and from Romans 2:21-24 at the School will be at 9:40 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
give
a
presentation
on Margaret Wilkins as accompa- 9 a.m. worship service. At the
Presbyterian:
Lakeshore Campground on nists. Media Erickson will sing 6 p.m. worship service, Aaron Cumberland
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
"Carry On" at both morning Armstrong, Daniel Walker and Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
Poplar Spring Baptist: Den- services. The sanctuary choir
nis Norvell, pastor, will speak will sing "In Christ Alone- at
about "Pleasing to God" with the second morning service.
scripture from Matthew 3:13- Assisting will be Boyd Smith,
17 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. youth pastor, Lance Allison and
worship services. Tom Baker Richard Jones, deacons, Christy
from Wisla Ministries in Wisla, Mattingly and Wilma Beatty.
Question: Sometimes I
beginning and the end, who
Poland will speak at the 6 p.m. Sunday School will be at 9:45 get so discouraged with life knows the end from the
worship service. Dee and Kathy a.m.
that I find myself question- beginning (Isaiah 46:10).
Lipford will lead the worship
Calvary Temple Pente- ing God's ways in the
The letter to the Romans
services with Hazel Brandon, costal: Rev. Darrell Young, world. Isn't it wrong to
proclaims: "Oh, the depth of
Susan Reynolds, Carol Kelly pastor, will speak about "Build- question God?
the riches of the wisdom
and Mrs. Lipford as accompa- ing Blocks for Practical LivAnswer: The answer
and knowledge of God! How
nists. Sunday School for all ages ing" at the 11 a.m. worship depends upon the attitude of
unsearchable his judgments,
will be at 10 a.m.
service. Wesley Young is in the questioner. To question
and his paths beyond tracing
University
Church
of charge of praise and worship. God's ways with a spirit of
out! 'Who has known the
ChAst: Charley Baz_zell, min- Bud and Ruby Stewart will be defiance as if we know betmind of the Lord? Or who
ister, will speak about "The greeters. Sunday School for all ter than he does is foolish
has been his counselor?'
Discipline of Bible Study" with ages will begin at 10 a.m. and arrogance. Speaking through 'Who has ever given to
scripture from II Timothy 3:16- a new program for children, the prophet Isaiah, the Lord
God, that God should repay
17 at the 10 a.m. worship serv- ages 4-10, called "The Son spoke of the clay trying to
him?' For from him and
ice and the University Youth Zone" will begin at II a.m. tell the potter what to make
through him and to him are
will be in charge of the 5 p.m. Wednesday prayer service and of it. He then added: "This
all things. To him be the
worship service. Assisting will youth service will begin at 7 is what the LORD says-- the glory forever! Amen"
Dunman
p.m.
be Pat Powell, Jeff
(Romans 11:33-36).
Holy One of Israel, and its
and Ken Herrington. Bible
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky Maker: Concerning things to
On the other hand, the
classes will be at 9 a.m.
Cunningham, pastor, will speak come, do you question me
Bible often tells us of conSouth Pleasant Grove Unit- about -Romans: The Right about my children, or give
fused and hurting people
ed Methodist: Rev. Robert Jet- Road" at the services at 8, me orders about the work of crying out to God for an
ton, pastor, will speak about 9:15 and 10:30 a.m. worship my hands? It is I who
explanation of things happen"The Wisdom From Above" services. He will also speak at made the earth and created
ing in their lives. A majoriwith scripture from James 3:14- the 6 p.m. worship service. mankind upon it. My own
ty of the Psalms are "com16, Ephesians 4:30-32, Matthew Sunday school will be held hands stretched out the heav- plaints- of God's people in
6:14-15 and Colossians 3:12- during all three morning wor- ens; I marshaled their starry
discouragement, questioning
13 at the 10:45 a.m. worship ship times.
God's ways and seeking
hosts" (Isaiah 45:11-12).
United
Methodist:
Evening
Bible
Study
First
service.
The reasons for not quesunderstanding and help. For
will be at 6 p.m. and Sunday Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will tioning God are based on his example, the author of Psalm
speak about "So You Want To infinite power and wisdom
School; at 9:45 a.m.
13 cried out: "How long, 0
Good Shepherd United Be Happy" with scripture from as opposed to our limited
LORD? Will you forget me
Methodist: Rev. Gene Bur- John 10:7-/Oat the Early Light ability to understand the
forever? How long will you
keen, pastor, will speak about service at 8:45 a.m. and the world and life. A maker
hide your face from me?
"What Shall We Do?" with traditional worship service at always understands how that
How long must I wrestle
scripture from Matthew 9:35- II a.m. Dr. Pamela Wurgler which he has made can best
with my thoughts and every
38 at the ll a.m. worship serv- is director of music with Joan function. As creator of all
day have sorrow in my
ice. Denise Schuttler, choir Bowker as organist. The chan- things in our vast universe,
heart? How long will my
director, will lead the singing cel choir will sing "Amazing God knows things that all of enemy triumph over me?
second
service.
at
the
with Judy Lamb as pianist. Grace"
our scientific investigation
Look on me and answer, 0
Sunday School will be at 10 Kristen Shepard will give the has hardly begun to discover. LORD my God. Give light
children's message at both serv- As our eternal God, he is
a.m.
to my eyes, or I will sleep
Martin's Chapel United ices. Acolytes will be Schafer the alpha and omega, the
in death; my enemy will say,
Methodist: Rev. Gene Bur- Puts, and Lucas Hill with Shen

will speak about "Jesus Came
Preaching" with scripture from
Matthew 4:12-23 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Camme Cain
will be song leader with Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about -My Financial Partnership with GO: The Purpose of the Tithe" with scripture from Malachi 3:8 and
Matthew 23:23 at the 10:30
a.m. worship service and about
"My Financial Partnership with
God: Taking Some Positive
Steps to Fix Your Financial
Fix" with scripture from Luke
16:10-13 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Tommy Scott is
minister of music. The choir
will sing "Through the Fire"
with Stacey Wortham as soloist
and special music will be by
Michael D'Elia at the ' hittrtiing hour. Robin Dawson will
present special music at the
evening hour. Deacons of the
week will be Jimmy Felts and
Paul Rister. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles

L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "WWZD - What
Would Zebedee Do?" with
scripture from Matthew 4:1223 at the 10:15 a.m. worship
service. The chancel choir will
sing "The Everlasting Arms."
Assisting will be Ben Benriter, worship leader; Dan McKeel and Dave Eldredge, elders; Fred Wells, Tommy
Durham, Teresa Nixon, Billie
Burton, Eric Roberts and Tory
Daughrity, diaconate.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Oneida White,
Kathy Garrison and Marion
Hale will sing at the morning seKice and Kailey Stone
will sing. a solo at the evening
service. Eddie Morris will give
the children's sermon. Ryan
Stanger is interim youth leader.
Assisting will be Walter Bell,
Mike Davis, B.J. Koenecke and
Bobby Hopkins, ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
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Does Jesus believe it is wrong to question His Father?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
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1 have overcome him,' and
my foes will rejoice when I
fall" (Psalm 13:1-4).
Job also questioned God's
ways as he faced some of
the most severe pain anyone
has ever faced. He questioned why God had even
bothered to make him (Job
10:18), why did God hide
his face (Job 13:24), why
do the wicked live so long
and become so powerful
(Job 217) and why God
does not answer us (Job
33:13). At one point, Job
cried out: "Even today my
complaint is bitter; his hand
is heavy in spite of my
groaning. If only I knew
where to find him; if only I
could go to his dwelling! I
would state my case before
him and fill my mouth with
arguments" (Job 23:1-4).
No, it is not always
wrong to question God. He
can handle our frustration,
confusion and discouragement. However, remember
that having unanswered questions does not mean there
are no answers to those
questions. Our cries to God
may bring a much needed
opportunity for him to help
us in ways not possible otherwise. At the same time,

(Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 80) N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
is reproduced on the web:
www.nchrist.org
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God may not give the
answer to all of our questions because we are incapable of understanding even
if he did. God did not
answer Job's "why" questions. Instead, God helped
by directing Job's attention
to the works of creation.
By observing God's handiwork and care for animals,
Job was able to see reasons
to trust God's power, wisdom and goodness in all
things (Job 38-41). This is
the reason the writers of the
Psalms followed their complaints and questions with
statements of trust in the
Lord (Psalm 13:5-6).
In conclusion, don't be
afraid to question God with
honesty of heart. But
always be ready to listen for
his answer and learn how to
trust him even in the most
difficult circumstances in life.
Our God is faithful, and he
will be patient so long as
we are genuine with him.
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Beshear 'confident' casinos will
pass House unsure of Senate

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
With a light brewing over a proposal to legalize casinos in
Kentucky, Democratic Gov,
Steve Beshear reached out
Thursday to key House lawmakers, promising to keep them
appnsed of his work on the
issue.
Beshear is counting on the
Democratic-controlled House to
support his effort to bring casinos to Kentucky despite opposition from the Republican-controlled Senate.
"I feel fairly confident we'll
be able to pass it in some form
in the House." the Democratic
reporters
told
governor
Thursday Afternoon. "When we
get it to the Senate, it will be a
more difficult task, obviously."
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Beshear says transportation
funding low in coming years

GOP focuses on Clinton
Kucinich quits presidential race
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ByrICHAEL DANN
Sp s Editor
4t the 14:41 mark of the seconoithalf, Danero Thomas picked
off STennessee Tech's Rashaud
Nikon and the outlet pass found
a darting Tyler Holloway who
was able to put the biscuit in the
basket.
The play was smooth, speedy
and almost NBA-esque as it
brought the Racer Nation to its
feet and the Eagles to their
knees.
In harmony, Murray State
players acknowledged the fans'
applause and went on to really
give them something to cheer
about, thumping Tennessee Tech
81-67 in front of 3,102 strong
Thursday night at the Regional
Special Events Center on the
Murray State campus.
The win was the sixth
straight for Billy Kennedy and
his boys, matching the secondyear head coach's longest winning streak in 10 seasons as a
head coach.
Kennedy. who also coached
at Centenary for two seasons
and six at Southeastern

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Murray guard Leah Dieleman hits a wall when she runs into
Ballard Memorial's Tiffani Hatley in the Lady Tigers' 74-54
loss in the All "A" Classic semifinals Thursday night at
Graves County

Lady Tigers
bow out
at All 'A'

See RACERS, 38

Tennessee Tack
Name mintraore time rob • pf pts
iIkKensis344-6
1-3 12 1 0 10
Hellion) 365-9 9-11 6 0 2 19
Fens 35 4-9 7-12 1
5 4 16
Dave 27 5-12 1-2 I
2 1 16
Orley. 16 1-3 0-0 1
1 5 2
Moore 13 2-2 0-0 3 0 0 4
Barnes 20 0-4 0-0 3 2 2 0
190,on 15 0-1
0-0 0 2 1 0
Bryant 2 0-0 0-0 0 0 1 0
Totals 20021-46 14-2426 13 16 67
Perte.11aVeir. FG 457, FT 643 3-Point
Goals 7 17 412 (Dans 5-10 McKenna 1-2,
FIShe, 3 Barnes 0-21 Team Rebounds: 1
elected Shots: 2(Northam 21 TUTOVIWS: 16
,19.4ori 5 McKenzie 5, Northern 3, Mwaya,
Banes Day,) Steals 4 IF,sher 2 Moeya
Barnes) Technical Poser None

MURRAY HIGH'S CHANCES FOR
RICHMOND EXPIRE AGAINST
BALLARD MEMORIAL

Nang St.
Name mintgnre ftm-s nib a pi pts
Cane, 30 9-17 4-6 9 2 3 21
65sie5 19 4-6
1-1 5
1 4 9
Holoway 32 7-14 4-4 0 3 1 21
KThomis 270-1
0-0 1
34 0
OThones 174-6 0-0 3
1 4 11
George 18 2-9 4-4 2 51 8
Willow 24 2-5 0-0 8 2 2 4
Key
1 0-1
0-0 0 00 0
Long 14 1-2
1•1 2 00 3
Sardis? 1-1
2-4 4 00 4
Foie° 11 0-0 0-0 1
04 0
Totals 200 2942 15-2035 17 23 si
Peroonesiges: FG 468 FT 800 3-Point
GOYS 7-16, 426)0 Thorns. 3-3. Holloway 3-5.
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(Fag/ay) Turnovers: 13 (Gene 5. Carte 2,
Long 0 Thomas, K Thorn's. Eagle!, Hollowly,
Forsol 16.466: 9 (Holloway 3. Garter 2,
Thomas 2 Sanders Esrey) Technical
Fouls None
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By TOMMY DILLARD
AN "A" Classic
Sports Writer
Boys
When Ballard Memorial FRIDAY
Fulton
City
vs
Mayfield
answered
6p
two
Haley
murray vs Carlisle CO.
7:45 p
Armstrong free throws with a SATURDAY
14-0 run to start the game, Champoonship game
8p m
Girls
Murray head coach Rechelle
THURSDAY
Turner pretty much knew her CCA 39 St Mar) 38
team's stay in the All "A" Ballard Memorial 74, Murray 54
SATURDAY
Classic was about to expire.
CCA vs Ballard Memorial
6 pm
In a game featuring two
squads with contrasting styles — the uptempo, full-court Lady
Bombers and the less athletic, half-court Lady Tigers — both
coaches knew just how important setting tempo would be in their
All "A" semifinal matchup at Graves County High School
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times Thursday night.
Murray State senior Bruce Carter puts up two of his game-high 21 points over Tennessee Tech's
After Ballard jumped out to a I4-point first-quarter lead, the
Anthony Fisher in the first half Thursday night at the Regional Special Events Center. Carter pace was set and the Lady Bombers
were well on their way to a
helped lead the Racers to an 81-67 OVC victory.
74-54 victory and a championship matchup with Community
Christian.
Ballard ran the Lady Tigers and used good ball movement to
set themselves up with open jumpers in the first quarter, which
shooters Abby Shelley and Candace Bryant promptly buried.
"(Setting the tempo)is very important for us, that's our whole
key," Ballard Memorial head coach Kevin Estes said."We thrive
on more possessions and deflections. This team is built on going
up and down the whole four quarters. I think we established that
real quick and that was key."
The Lady Tiger offense wasn't nearly as productive. Pestered
by Ballard's full-cOurt press, Murray turned the ball over 12
times in the first quarter and 18 times in the first half. The Lady
Tigers connected on just one field goal in the first quarter, a Ceah
Dieleman layup on a drive, and scored just five points.
Center.
For Turner, it was Murray's inability to take care of the basFollowing the conclusion of
ketball that was most vexing.
the game, when it was
"Anyone who went in the locker room before the game, thay
announced over the P.A. system
saw what was written on the board." she said. "We have to lin*
that Hayes had accomplished
live ball turnovers. We have to limit their opportunities from our
such a 'feat, she received a hug
'mistakes and we did exactly, totally opposite of that."
from head coach Jody Adams. It
When Murray wasn't turning the ball over, its attempts to
resulted in more hugs on the
score inside were mostly thwarted by taller, more athletic Ballard
way to the locker room and
defenders. Shelley not only buried Murray with her ability to step
when the duct settled. Hayes
out and knock down short-range jumpers, but the 5-foot-10 cenwas happy to just take it all in.
ter's height made it difficult for Murray's guards to score on pen"I really came into this game
etration.
tired." Hayes admitted. "I've had
Eighth-grade guard Haley Armstrong, who has shouldered
classes all day and 1 knew I
much of the Lady Tigers' scoring this season, was forced to do so
needed to have a good game and
again Thursday night. She single-handedly kept Murray in the
couldn't let everything I had
game in the second quarter, scoring 16 of the Lady Tigers' 19
going on today effect my game.
points in the period and sparking a late-quarter run that cut
I came out and went the extra
Ballard's lead, which had grown to as much as 23, to 15 at the
mile. did the other little things I
break.
needed to do."
Armstrong scored 24 points on the night. scarcely less than
She wasn't alone in her purhalf of Murray's total 54 points.
suit to help the Lady Racers(13"Haley continued to be outstanding offensively," Turner said.
5 overall and 7-3 in the Ohio
"She kept us in the game. She is very capable offensively of getValley Conference) in achieving
ting just about anything she wants. Where I need to see Haley
their fourth straight win of the
improve is on the defensive and rebounding ends of the floor.
season.
"When your eighth-grader scores half your points, kudos to
Mains Lee put in 15 points,
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
her because she did everything she could to try to keep us in the
just two points short of her Ashley Hayes notched her 1000th career
point Thursday night in game. hut that shows you that
we are lacking in a lot of areas. We
career-high. going 6-of-12 from
a rousing 67-55 win over visiting Tennessee Tech. Hayes went need other kids to step up."
on to score 27 in the victory.
I See MSU, 38
II See MNS, 38

Business As
Usual

JUST ANOTHER DAY AT THE OFFICE
FOR RACER JUNIOR HAYES
By'MICHAEL DANN
Spiirts Editor
shley Hayes made a good
L-114e in majoring in business,
e was all that and a little
MO
Thursday night.
5-foot-I0
junior
c
guard/forward
of
out
Humboldt,
Tenn.. had a
career night.
where
she
torched
the
nets for a
career-high 27
points,
grabbed
a
game -high
seven
rebounds and
on the way.
managed
to
not4h her 1010th career point.
becerning the 16th MSU player
to reach that milestone.
As a result of the superb play
ton. Hayes, Murray State went
on beat Tennessee Tech 67-55
at * Regional Special Events

6

55

N

WORLDWIDE LEADER IN SPORTS MAKES MURRAY STOP
Assam; NI TNE WIN
The Racers six-game winning
streak is being fueled by limiting
turnovers and getting assists Murray
Stale has more assists than turnovers
in six straight games as the wins have
accumulated The last time the Racers
had more turnovers than assists, they
lost at Eastern Illinois (83-801 an
overtime on Jan 3

Racer fans are being encouraged to support the
team Saturday by wearing gold for the nationallytelevised game on ESPN 2 against Southeast
Missouri State on Saturday. University marketing
and promotions coordinator Kyle McClure said
there have been 3,500 gold T-shirts donated by
local businesses that will be given out at the
game Saturday.
"We hope to show a national audience the passion and enthusiasm that makes Racer basketball
speciS4
eit By having everyone in the lower arena in
gold
turday, our unity and support will be evident to all those watching across the country,"
McClure said.
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
What a difference just 18
days can make.
Southeast Missouri was riding high back on Jan. 7. on top
of the Ohio Valley Conference.
looking at a 6-0 record and feeling pretty darn good about themselves as they were hosting a
Murray State ballclub that.
needless to say. wasn't playing
its hest basketball.
However. Murray State —
continuing to he the standard in
OVC basketball
showed why
they are just that, slapping
SEMO 79-51 at the Show Me
Center and stme then have rattled off three straight, while the
Redhawks seem to have had
problems recovering, losing
their last four games.
Murray State(11-7 and 7-3 in
the OVCI will take on SEM()
(11-10. 6-5) Saturday at the
Regional Special Events Center
on ESPN 2.
A. if things couldn't hr
worse tor the Redhawks. part of
the losing streak has coincided
v.ith the loss of senior forward

Brandon Foust, the squad's top
all-around player, who suffered
a season-ending knee injury during an 85-82 defeat at Austin
Peay on Jan. 12.
Since the absence of Foust.
SEMO has lost twice by an average of 14.5 points.
Murray State head coach
Billy Kennedy knows that his
cohort Scott Edgar has a young
group and a loss like Foust will
be an adjustment period for
SEMO.
"You lose your hest player
and Edgar has a young group so
that's a big adjustment."
Kennedy said. "Although Foust
was only averaging II or 12
points a game, he's a fifth-year
senior and they haven't really
recovered from that.
"It'll still he a tough game on
Saturday."
Foust. an OVC preseason
selection. was the team's No. 2
scorer (11.6 points per garnet
and tied for the team lead in
rebounds 16.4 rebounds per
game).
Prior to the Austin Peay contest. Foust had recorded four

FLUTTOUNG WINGS:
Prior to SEMO's game with
Morehead State Thursday night. the
Redhawks had allowed 85 points in
their last three games. which were all
on the road During their four-game
slide, they have been outscored by an
average of 15
.

DOMILE 111101.111LE:
Holloway
pointsTyler
and Bruce Carter
scored 20 or more points
in the same game for the
second time in Thursday
night's
win
over
Tennessee Tech The two
did it last year against
Cailer Eastern Illinois on Jan
2, 2007. when Carter
had a career-high 28 and Holloway
tossed in 22 The Racers haven't had
two players get 30 points in a game
since Marcus Brown and Vincent
Rainey did it against UT Martin in

MURRAY STATE
Pretest& Starters
Name
Pos. Yr
Tony Easley
FC So
Bruce Carter G
Sr
Danero ThomasG
So
Tyler Holloway G
Jr
Kevin Thomas G
Jr
RESOWES
Name
Pos. Yr HE Wt.
Matt Fralsex
G
Fr 6-4 180
Ray George
G
Sr 6-4 190
Prasso Simmons G
Fr 6-0 170
Marvin Williams F
So 6-6 215
Jarad Key
F
Jr 6-4 175
Jewuan Long G
Fr 6-1 180
Tared Sanders Ft Jr 6-6 250
Georges Fotso C
So 6-8 240

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times

Former Murray State head coach Scott Edgar, who now
coaches at Southeast Missouri State, will bring a Redhawk
ballclub into the RSEC Saturday that is on a five-game losing
streak.
double-doubles in five games,
including a 10-point. 12rebound effort in the loss to
Murray State back on Jan. 7.
That
night,
however.
belonged to Bruce Carter, who
seem to have busted out of a
slump, scoring a game-high 22
points.
That effon led to a 26-point
performance three nights later
against Austin Pray, where the
senior forward out of Detroit
rocked the RSEC in the closing
minutes, helping dispose of the
Valley's other top ranked team
that week.
Carter had 13 points the next
time out against lndiana-South
Bend and provided 13 points in
Saturday's win over UT Martin.
With the nation's eyes glued

to Murray State Saturday and
the Redhawks. leader missing in
action, one might assume that
the Racers could have an easier
time than they did when they
shot 45 percent from the floor,
while holding SEMO to just 25
percent in their last meeting.
Kennedy doesn't expect to
see a repeat performance, but he
would like to see a repeat victory.
"I just want to win. One thing
1 know — Scott Edgar will have
his team jacked up as possible to
heat Murray State and to beat
our team. They're capable. They
played earlier in the year, but
they're going through some
struggles right now. You just
don't want them to wake up
when they play us."

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE
No. Name
04
33
13
22

Pots. Yr. Ht. Wt.
6-5 203
So 6-9 215
Sr 6-9 255
So 6-2 190
So 6-4 210

CaIs'IiWWYIS F
trsast RentettC
na Peeg,G
Jrnmv Dress G

Yr, Mt, Wt.
Jr 60 170
Sr 6-4190
..1( 6-0 175
Fr 6-2 175
So 6-2 190
.k 511 175
So 64 203
Fr 6-10 330
So 6.6 210

1996
Carter was only one
rebound shy of a doubledouble Thursday when
coach Billy Kennedy
-- • took the senior out with
Holloway four minutes left in the
game. Carter has eight straight games
in double-figure scoring and eight
straight with a 3-point basket_
Holloway was 3-of-5 from 3-point
range and now has 131 in his MSI,
career and as in eighth place. Rick
Jones (2002-041 is in 7th place at 133.
Chris Shumate 11999-04/ is IA ,fith
position at 170 made trifectas.

GOOD IN THE ENO:

'

The Racers are 15-5 in the Billy
Kennedy era when leading at the tlyeminute mark of the second half and
24-2 when leading at the two-minute
mark.
The Racers have finished the first
round in the OVC having played
eseryone one time_
MSU's home winning streak is
now five straight. The Racers moved
their record in 10 seasons of basketball in the RSEC to 113-22 (.837).
MSU is 26-8 1.818) against OVC
opponents,

CA
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points
lead M
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time le
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temai
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points
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who
throw
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game'Sou
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More
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Murray State
(Al beses Central mil p.ra.1
DATE OPPONENT
RESULT
11-3
a-BETHEL
W-82-49
11-10
RIDER
W-66-65
11-17
at W Kentucky
L-87-63
11-23 AVILA
W-84-55
11-26
ARKANSAS ST
W-81-67
12-1
at Mississippi St
L-78-61
12-5
E KENTUCKY
L-59-58
12-8
MOREHEAD ST
W-63-44
12-18 at Jacksonville St
W-79-65
12-20 at Samford
L-65-64
12-29 /at Chattanooga
L-74-50
12-30 413elmont
L-84-67
1-3
at Eastern Illinois
L-83-80
1-5
TENNESSEE ST
W-92-88
1-7
at SEMO
W-79-51
1-10
AUSTIN PEAY
W-82-70
1-15
INDIANA-S BEND W-80-62
1-19
at Tenn -Martin
W-76-72
1-24
TENN TECH
W-81-67
DATE OPPONENT
TIME
1-26
'SEMO
2 pin
1-29
SAMFORD
7
1-31
at Austin Peay
7 30
2-2
JACKSONVILLE ST
7 30
2-7
'at E Kentucky
8
2-9
at Morehead St
3 15
at Tennessee St
2-14
730
2-16
EASTERN ILLINOIS
731)
2-23
ESPN Bracket Buster TBA
2-28
'al Tennessee Tech
7
3-1
TENNESSEE-MARTIN 7 30
x—Exhibition
0—at UT-Chattanooga
'—on ESPN2
"—on ESPNU

Murray State Basketball
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Racers vs.SEMO
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Saturday, Jan 26
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Men's Game -2:00 pm
Game on E=
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Women's Game - 4:30 pm
Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations

•Pub
• Baked Wild Salmon
Or Enjoy Something From Our Great Menu!
)0IN US BEFORE OR AFTER AU.THE
BASKETBALL GAMES!

imps
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE ROUNDUP

Red hawks fall for fifth straight time
AUSTIN PEAY, EASTERN KENTUCKY, MARTIN ALL WIN

illy one
doublewhen
.ennedy
nit with
I in the
I games
d eight

3-point
is MSU
v. Rick
at 133.
in .6th

.5'4CR CI fMI ElCPAi IREIr2

Hayerstock Insurance Agency

t

The Skyhawks (9-12, 5-6
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. 57.7 percent in the second half reserve Andrae Belton with 19
Valley Conference) led 29Ohio
from
on
shooting
7-of-9
points
scoring.
balanced
got
and
AP) — Maze Stallworth and
Tennessee State (8-1 I, 5-5) the floor. Bruce Price and 21 going into the half and
Jamyron Steward scored 21
KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
points apiece Thursday night to had a seven-point lead midway Gerald Robinson scored 16 widened their lead to the final
secthe
in
points
18
of
margin
each.
31
half.
second
the
Thursday's Scores
lead Morehead State to an 82-78 through
Han Co. 62, Glasgow 54
By The Associated Press
Robinson missed a layup ond period.
Dialls had 15 points, includvictory over Southeast Missouri.
Leo. Paul Dunbar 62. Lexington
Boys Basketball
Hudson also had five assists.
Morehead State (9-9, 7-4 ing a rebound dunk with 14 sec- with one second left that would
Catholic 49
Corbin 64. Whaley Co 36
figure
double
in
joined
was
He
tied
the
game.
have
Lou Assumption 54, Lou Iroquois 52
up
51,
Hopkins
Colonels
put
rth
the
to
Madisonville-No
Ohio Valley) took a 34-22 half- onds left
Lou Sacred Heart 51. Lou Christian
Gerald
by
Martin
UT
Co
for
48
Webster
scoring
61,
Martin
Tennessee
time lead and was ahead by dou- 65-61. He shot 7-of-10 from the
Academy 46
Owen Co 65. Uoyd Memorial 53
Robinson, who had 15 points.
Samford 43
Ludlow 77, Ceylon 36
hle digits for most of the second floor and grabbed a team-high
15th Region All "A" Classic
5-6
(8-11,
Bulldogs
The
(AP)
Ala.
AM,
Meade Co 45. Breckinridge Co 39
77
Central
BIRMINGH
Leonard
Allen
89,
Paintsvine
seven rebounds. Adam
half.
Newport Central Catholic 70, St Henry
Ross
14th Region All -A" Classic
The Redhawks fought back and Justin Stonunes added 13 — Lester Hudson had 20'points OVC) were led by Joe
48
Hazard 60. Lee Co. 59
points.
wit1;'10
Merritt
lead
to
10
rebounds
and
each.
points
a
basket,
Paintsville 47, Allen Central 40
within
Christian
and pulled to
June Buchanan 96. Riverside
Samford was outrebounded
Walton-Verona 55, Henry Co. 47
45
Tennessee State, which led Tennessee Martin to a 61-43 win
80-78, with five seconds
Western Has 58, West Jessamine 49
13th Region All "A" Classic
33-27 by UT Martin.
remaining, but a pair of 30-27 at the half, was paced by over Samford Thursday night.
7th Region "A" Classic
Semifinal
Sendfirtil
sealed
Stallworth free throws
Harlan 56. Barbourville 46
Academy 39, Lou Ky
Whiteheld
OT
52,
Cumberland
54
Pineville
the Morehead State win.
Country Day 34
11th Region All "A" Classic
Leon Buchanan scored 15
Lou Collegiate 48, Lou Brown 30
Semifinal
6th Region "A" Classic
1B
Page
From
Frankfort 92. Model 66
points and Nikola Stojakovic
Semifinal
Leo Chnshan 63. Leo Sayre 40
added 10 points for the Eagles, the field and 3-for-4 from 3-point range. She also
Lou Holy Cross 77 Beth Haven 20
4th Region All "A" Classic
who were 8-of-8 from the free grabbed five rebounds and had four assists.
Lou Shawnee 50. Evangel Chnstian 24
Semifinal
2nd Region "A- Classic
Russellville 72. Monroe Co 61
throw line in the final minute.
the
where
is
front
up
According to Adams,
Semifinal
3rd Region All "A" Classic
Jaycen Herring scored a game was won against a Tennessee Tech ballclub
Cnttenden Co 58. University Heights
Owensboro Catholic 79, Frederick
for
points
23
39
game-high
Frarze 48
(3-17, 2-8) that opened the game with a 6-0 lead.
Lyon Co 56, Livingston Central 50
Huntington St. Joe Tournament
Southeast Missouri (11-10, 6-5),
"Alaina stepped up for this team tonight,"
lit Region "A" Classic
First Round
and Calvin Williams had II.
Semifinal
Adams said. "She knew all along they were going
Cabeil Midland W Va 60. Rowan Co
Missouri's
Ballard Memorial 74, Murray 54
It was Southeast
56, OT
to play off of her and let her shoot. She shot the
I Paducah) 39. St
Chnstran
Community
Classic
Kenton County
fifth-straight loss after starting ball with confidence and when she's ready to
Mary 38, 20T
Dixie Heights 51, Scott 50
6-0 in the OVC, while it was shoot, has feet set, she can put them down with the
Huntington St. Joe Tournament
Highlands 65, Conner 62
First Round
Morehead State's fifth consecu- best of them."
Mason-Dixon Deaf Conference
Joseph Central. W Va 69. Rose
Saint
Tournament
tive win.
Hayes scored her 1,000th career point with
Hill Christian 45
Georgia School for the Deaf. Ga 65
Austin Paay 73,
Kenton County Classic
Ky School for the Deaf 15
8:31 left in the first half on a jump shot that gave
Bourbon Co 54, Scott 51
Toyota Classic
lacksoinfis SC 62.
Murray State a 24-19 lead. Her 27 points tied the
63, Simon Kenton 54
Conner
69
Lou
Doss
74,
North Laurel
JACKSONVILLE, Ala.(AP) career-high set at Samford earlier this season.
Highlands 69. Mason Co 63
Girls Basketball
to
points
had
17
Reed
— Drake
Leo Tales Creek 62, Dixie Heights 34
Anderson Co 48, Holmes 39
Hayes went 12-for-24 from the field and grabbed
Mason Dixon Tournament
Bishop F3rossart 64, Newport 28
help lead Austin Peay to a 73-62 a game-high seven rebounds. She is the 16th MSU
School for Deal. La 47. Ky
Louisiana
49
Southern
Madison
Boyle Co 75,
win over Jacksonville State women's player to reach the 1,000-point mileSchool for the Deaf 9
Chnstian Co 58, Fort Campbell 47
Thursday night.
Fairview 43. Ironton St. Joseph. Ohio
stone, the first since Rebecca Remington (2001Austin Peay (13-7, 9-1 Ohio 05) on Feb. 12, 2005. With her 27 points tonight,
Valley Conference) started the Hayes leapfrogged Tawnya Pierce (1987-91,
game slow shooting 1 -for-10 1,009 career points) and Julie Pinson (1988-92,
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
from the floor, allowing the 1,012 career points) into 14th place on the MSU
Gamecocks (4-15, 9-1 OVC) to career scoring list, just one point behind 13th- Alania Lee is bumped by Tennessee Tech's
take a 24-13 lead. Then the place Bobbi Coltharp (1996-99).
Blair Bowens as she drives to the lane in the
Governors went on a 20-5 run
half Thursday night. Lee had 15 points,
first
"Ashley played very well tonight, she really
late in the first half to lead 33-27 stepped it up," Adams said. "Reaching a thousand handed out four assists and grabbed five
going into the half, and never points is quite an accomplishment in one's career." rebounds.
gave up the lead again.
Angela Brown added eight points for MSU,
Drake was joined in double who will have a rematch with Southeast Missouri on 21-of-64.
Kristina Tyler, who had her average of points
figure scoring by four other State Saturday prior to the men's game, which will
by halftime, finished with 32 points, giving her the
Austin Peay players. Derek be televised on ESPN 2.
individual performance against the Racers
Wright had 14 points. Fernandez
Amber Guffey tossed in seven points, who is best
Lockett and Ernest Fields the next in line to join Hayes in the 1,000th point- this season.
-Tennessee Tech came here ready to play,"
chipped in with 12 points club. Guffey had 990 career points. She passed
apiece, and Kyle Duncan added Melody Ottinger (1982-85, 1986-87) into 17th Adams added. -They were hungry for a win. They
were in there until the very end: they fought with
10 more. Fields also had 10 place on the MSU career scoring list.
the entire way. We came back and fought hard
us
rebounds.
Sister Paige had five points off the bench, while
-TOMMY OILLARD rLedger &Tines
Nick Murphy led the Shaleea Petty finished with three. Jasmyne and stattec1sk,ing, what we,do best, attacking the
ball. I think Kristina Tyler is one of the best post Murray forward Shelby Crouch hits the ground after a loose
Gamecocks in scoring with 17 Thornton had two points.
players in the league. We tried different defenders ball that is collected by a Ballard Memorial player. The Lady
points. J.J. Wesley added 14,
Murray State shot 45.8 percent from the floor,
her, and it says a lot about her that we had to Tigers never recovered from a 14-2 Lady Bomber run to start
on
Amadou Mbodji added 13 and going 27-of-59 and holding Tech to 32.8 percent
double-up on her."
Will Ginn helped out with 11
the game.
more.
Eastern Kentucky 65,
•.
Tennessee State 63
From Page 1B
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Page 1B
Mike Rose scored 18 points and From
The Lady Tigers were able to Bombers also put Bryant and
straight durDarnell Dialls made a key bas- Louisiana, won six
hang around in the second half guard Shelbie Ralph in double
at SLU
ket with 14 seconds left to lead ing the 1005-05 season
but could never sustain a run to figures with 15 and 11 points,
with victories over Lamar,Texas
past
Kentucky
into Ballard's lead. Murray respectively.
cut
:'stern
With the All"A"Classic now
65-63 State, Texas-San Antonio,
State
;:Tennessee
as close as 13 at several
got
Nicholls State, Stephen F.
Ihursday.
points in the fourth quarter, but in the rear-view mirror, Turner
nroe.
• Eastern Kentucky (9-10, 6-5 Austin and Lousiana-Mo
the Lady Bombers always said the focus of the rest of the
at MSU,
stretch
his
During
hit
)
Conference
Valley
Ohio
seemed to be one step ahead, season is up to her players.
Kennedy has now knocked off
"I'm not real sure what the
grabbing crucial offensive
Tennessee State, Southeast
rebounds and hitting shots when focus is," she said. "I guess the
Missouri State, Austin Peay,
focus has to be to try to continue
they needed to.
Indiana-South Bend, Tennessee
"I felt like, at times, we bat- to get better every day and preMartin and Tech.
tled," Turner said. "But it's pare ourselves to play the rest of
But Kennedy isn't one to realalways the same story — missed the games on our schedule. The
School
ly follow such an accomplishfree throws, missed layups, then kids are going to have to decide
(13-7)
9-1
Austin Peay
only one he really
The
ment.
we'd give up an offensive board where we go from here."
7-3 (11-7)
Murray State
cares about are the ones that go
or put the kid on the foul line
7-4 (9-9)
::Morehead State
in the win/loss column.
5 19 13 17 — 54
that shoots 80 percent. We just Murray
:SE Missouri State 6-5 (11-10)
19 20 12 21 —74
Ballard Mem
"I'm very thankful," Kennedy
haven't gotten over the hump."
...7Eastern Kentucky 6-5 (9-10) said. "I'm thankful that my guys
Both teams spent a large por- Murray (10-7) — Armstrong 24. Se
.Tennessee Tech 6-5 (9-12) are buying into how I want to
••
tion of the night at the free throw Crouch 7 Winchester 7, McClure 5,
.Tennessee State 5-5 (8-11) play."
2
,•
line. Murray and Ballard com- Doeieman 4, So Crouch2-53, Benson
• nnessee Martin 5-6 (9-12)
(Armstrong,
FG: 11-39 3-pt:
Murray State (11-7 overall
the
and
piece
a
fouls
27
mitted
23
Rebounds:
(8-11)
ford
5-6
Winchester) FT: 26-45
and 7-3 in the Ohio Valley
Lady Tigers shot 45 free throws Fouls: 27
cksonville State 2-9 (4-15) Conference)
things
did
Ballard MemorMI (15-4) — Shelley 27.
while Ballard shot 41.
1-10 (2-17) Kennedy's way, outscoring
stern Illinois
Hudson 5.
with 27 Bryant 15, Ralph 11. Haney2,8.Polivick
Ballard
led
Shelley
2
Thursday. Jan. 24
Rodgers 2. Naas 2, Tubbs
14-6
(9-12.6-5)
Tech
Tennessee
the
in
came
which
78
State
of
11
4
points,
lessoun
SE
(Bryant
Morehead State 82.
FG: 16-42 3-potrit FG: 6-15
on fast break points and beat
astern Kentucky 66, Tennessee Stele 63
34
and
Rebounds:
rebounds
13
Shelley 2) FT: 24-41
quarter,
first
67
Tech
Stele 61 Tennessee
them 22-7 on second chance
four blocked shots. The Lady Fouls: 27
ennesese Mein 61. Samford 43
,
points. The Racers also
Posy 73, Jacksonville Sims tlit
lialurtley. Jot 31
outscored TTU 23-13 on points
1 pm
Stele el Tennessee Tech
2p m
alleasuri Stela al Murray SIM*
off turnovers and held a 32-26
pm
4
daliretsease Mein at Jadiformas Sale
advantage with points in the
p
7
Swrilord
el
rt Austin Peery
7 15 p m
Morehead SON el Eastern Illinois
paint.
The biggest statistic for
however is that his
Kennedy
BY
SPONSORED
TODAY'S LINEUP
team outrebounded the Eagles
Lindy Sutter
39-28, where Bruce Carter just
missed a double-double with
nine boards. Marvin Williams
off the bench for eight
came
Supe .S Cruise
A010111 St • 7 5 3 5847
rebounds, five on the defensive
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
end and Tarod Sanders added
Luxury Dinner Yacht
c
Kentucky Lake aboard tfie
TV, radio
Tyler Holloway tossed in 21 points, going 7-of-14 from the field
four.
TODAY
while handing out
Marvin and a perfect 4-of-4 from the free throw line,
"Defensively.
EXTREME SPORTS
steals in Thursday
three
with
away
coming
and
6:30 p.m.
assists
three
great
a
did
and
in
Williams came
ESPN — Winter X G4rnes at Amen,
job rebounding the basketball. night's win over Tennessee Tech.
Co
Sunday February 3
12 p.m.
Bruce Carter had a big night for
floor, while Holloway was 7-of- each had 16 points. Amadi
ESPN2 — Winter X Games. at Aspen
us on the glass and Tarod 14, including 4-of-4 from the McKenzie finished with 10.
MPH
Cdo
Boarding at Kenlake Marina 5:00.p.m.
Sanders had a huge night as
GOLF
Kennedy explained that
free throw line and 3-of-5 from
2 p.m.
well.
Fisher's scoring threat was a key
Cruising 5:30-9:30
3-point range.
TOC — PGA Tour. Buick invItenonei
"I'm really proud of our team
also finished component in the team's game
Thomas
Danero
second round. M La Jolla. Cant
defensively. I thought we had
&SO pia.
Cash Bar
Appetizer Buffet
in double figures with 11 points plan and was satisfied with the
IOC — Champions lbw Tures Bey
great effort in the first half and
shooting and 3-of-3 job his team was able to do on
-of-6
4
on
ChminflOnflnlp. Ms1 round, al Kaftuku
we had stretches in the second from behind the arc.
the guard.
• Hawaii
• 4 Flat Screen TV's
half where our defense led to
MBA BASKETBALL
"Most of his points were
nine
on
tacked
Easley
Tony
6 p.m.
some easy baskets.
he
points and Ray George added from the line. Besides that,
ESPN — Odendo at Detroit
•
per person •ClUt
We had 17 assists, we're sharTENNIS
and Sanders only scored nine points. On the
Williams
eight.
2 p.m.
ing the ball, but the big key for each finished with four and defensive end, we're creating
Reservations
ESPOn — AustraMn Open. men s
us tonight was on the glass."
opportunities for ourselves in
Jewuan Long had three.
semiarid. at Melbourne Australis
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and
Mer ats 902-2214-11141
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and
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Mary
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(serne-day lope)
Tech was paced by four play- transition. We're
WO p.m.
getHolloway led all scorers with 21
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and
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do
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when
Daniel
from kenlake L_tkLgxers in double figures.
t )wrought riex knees await
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hard to
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from
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Anthony Fisher and Frank Davis beat."
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he Billy
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RESULT
W-82-49
W-66-65
L-87-63
W-84-55
W-81-67
L-78-61
L-59-58
W-63-44
W-79-65
L-65-64
L-74-50
L-64-67
L-83-80
W-92-88
W-79-51
W-82-70
W-80-62
W-76-72
W-81-67
TIME
2pm
7
730
730

8

3 15
730
73Q
TBA
r
7
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190
030 Hellos
196
Psesesser
200
aweerei
210
048 essimels ammo
zae
NO Lost Arl Found
200
NO Help Wrest'
270
070 Peelliee 460
220
000 Oesneellc S Crickere
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100 lereres Opportune,
300
110 Elsollorece
2:20
120 Compulers
330
130 Appeorras Purls
140
140 Want to 114/1
100
150 Articles For $ele
370
195 .444040004
3110
160 Herr Furrerengs000
106 Marro
410
100
UPIN.I Gertere
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
• first inserbOn dither ads to,.1 ,
fAufray Ledger 8 rims sell be
L.xlacire or cinty one incorrect
wrtion Any error should be report
ed immediately so correcbons can
be made

Fenn Equipment
Merry Ereperni
Sports &women"
Firewood
Morsel
Mobile Hoer lots For Sets
WWI Hours For Sas
Wert Hems For Hint
Webs Her Lets For Rent
110411ww1144108
ApressaleP46 18..1
Roams No Rant
Karma Ps Rent
Swop 11144044
Coremerelie Proper',
0.406 40419104
Lesseescli Somers
O0446 140.
Lind For Rees of low

5/0

t

AV,CLASSIFIED AD RATES

4311 Reel here
436 Leers Property
449 lots For liele
449 1.46, 040 Rani
41111 Ferree For 341e
466 Acreees
MO Howes For Sole
670
roterceose ATV s
440 Aolo Prts
445 Sport Orley Vehicles
490 Used Crs
495 Vans
SOO lrod Trucks
510 Campers
530 Scots Motors
503 Swoon OrSeresl
540 Free Crone,

51,
41 I %),

II.,

1 I `s

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
135 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Claseineds go into Smart Saver)
val'Axe• Yelar. liras
Azle e writ .saa:axi
1.1114 Wbar-r1TF EST N.L2
• - f llAkf"F

Tobacco b Sup4044

Fit 11
MAWR.
tn.1 pa
Ilon. Spa.
*11 pa.
Dull**
Du 1p

Ike*
Smirks,
Today
Walley
Ttusdey
Noy
SO*

St4.25 Column Inch, an% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
411 3 Ads Must Run Within 0 Day Period ,
ST Vi per ,olurnn inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 1 N. 1

DEADLINES

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Fax: 753-1927
060
NM Wankel

,

BRIGGS & STRATTON

wish her a happy '29rit”

is Seek1f1g an

OCCUPATIONAL NURSE
Briggs & Stratton is the world's largest manut actura of air cooled engines and is seeking dell I
aiCd learn player 11/ r11.1/1ide support in the area
of occupational health and %cline
,
Applicants must meet the following minimum
qualifications for eligibility:
• Axxociate or Bachelors degree in nursing
• Must be certilied/reghtered as a Licensed
F'ractical Nurse of Registered Nurse
• Approximate!) 2-S years' nursing experience
preferably in a ruanulacturing ens ininment
• Ability to work under stress anti extreme
pressure in handling emergency situations
• Fundamental know levlge of the industrial
nursing held practices and procedures
• Must hate good team. interpersonal & corn
munication skills tor intertaceit oh di\ else
groups and organizations

Notice

Los 1 Mice of

STEVE VIDMER
11,1.11 1.
i.0 IR i

It

1.1

.11.%
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CR1S11\ XI Dill \SI
DIS(ik( I (IS fr
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753-1752

BP Truck Stop is
accepting applications
for experienced deli
personnel FT & PT
positions
available
Above average starting
pay with people who
an henna end nista
and able In deaf wilt
Iris public in a trendy
courteous
manner
Please apply in person
BP Truck Stop
2185 US Hwy 64IN
Murray. KY 42071
EOE

13INCIJI
Shirray
Itrioster (lots
A, Foments
olUffItAls
. 'squire Rd
on the
1st Sat of the riustith
1101 ‘1%\11 ( RI

Jr..) I\
•

I

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Headers using this
information do so at
their own 'ask Althor,,.:•
persons and con
rues menboned tie'
aS believed to be rep
ulabie The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsible
ay whatsoever tor &yea
activities

DRIVER
tv Class A
COL to pull mobile
homes 270-293- t837
CAN/ Real Estate
classes begin
February tst at Super
8 motel
(7701223-0789
deloareadarnse yahoo
corn

*

III

II 1.1 vs,1„,1

\1-.1.1)I1)
I leo I oiled
Slethodist I hurt Ii
Slissficht. b
Al r.2 Iti21 •i, •
Jf
Laration seeks qualified and motivated
vidual for retail sales.
$60k• potential MCOM41
possible Great benefits, Saks experience
required.
731-584-9429
SALES nolo warned for
local
insurance
agency We provrde a
wide range of products One, of Nabon s
largest' companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required Training wilt
be provided if necessary Send resume to
P0
Box 1040-R
Murray. KY 42071

*

* subscribe to the

"I:

* IllitIER &TillES *:
MOM. Deliver,
Local Mall
I
t
3ate.
ate........--$52.56 3 us. -133.011
'us.--WIN
I yr.
I yr.-4104.114
Rest of KY/TN
we loreeroo

Al Odmr
SelmartiNisms
3 me.
3 ase.
IR
4 OW-Ma 6 me.-516.66
I yr.--MSJII I yr..-3145
None, Order

Murra). KY

Tokio& assUcatisaidsc
• I•ull/Part time dnsers with a Class A CDI
• MUM have a good dining record,

Monday thru Friday.
9AM-4PM
Also. needing ()liner Operator,

Arbor Place of Livingston
has the following opening

RN - Administrator
42 bed Parapet Care Horne located fl Srnithland, KY
MiAt be Wanted as Remand Nurse n state ol KY
Heed,Insurance Dental Vision and Life nuance
Edwwicerl in icing Term Cars.

Contact: Kristy Briggs, RN, CNC

MA'

(270)748-7602

Name
!Re Add,."..

NURSE'S AIDE

Ctrs

Prefer ('NA or CMA. but will train We bit'
looking for someone ssho enio” working
with the elderly (kind sorting conditions.
pleasant atmosphere Apply in person at Fern
Terraix Lodge. 1505 Sfikl111M View Dr EOE

*ate
Daytime Ph
Mail thee comps9 arta gmemeet te

•

INC.

Please call 270-759-5540

* 1

Check

Please submit online resume to:
SS 14 w.hrigioondstriatton.com
An Equal Opportunity F-.mployei

i
*1

UD3CAT
..,.ZU
*

Salary is dependent on education and
es per en.
Interested applicants must respond MI
later than January 29.

23 yrs of age and 2 years espcnence
• • Earn up In 41pin
• Good home time
• Paid titiliday%Nax.ations
• Health In. and Retirement Plan

Don't Be A

*

Plant Nurse's job will consist of the following
responsibilities:
• Administer treatment Ito employees or persiir •
who sustain injury Of become ill on company
prenuses
• lake patients' %nal signs. treat wounds and
es aluate physical sonchibm of the patient
Contact phssician and hospital for further med
Ical treatment when needed
• Maintain records of persons treated, and pre
pare accident reports and insurance lorms
• Assist in des eloping employee safely and
health pritgrams
• Maintain treatment room in a sate and order Is
condition, order supplies is needcd
• Perkins ober drum 1115tiremarimsbilitses as
required or requested
• Des clop employee programs concerning
health educatuin. accident presention.
abuse counseling curtailment rI smoking and
weight control
• Perform drug screens on an as-needed hash
• Assist In %Otter'. compensation responsibill
ties. such as report creation, return to work
release, and light duty assignments
• Must tie willing hi %sr*. a flexible schedule

Murray 14•Agor•nape
PO Boa 1040
Nurrey. KY 41011
1 all itlei 763-1811
a

•

al• ••• •••••••- a

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
help %anted- swum
ii r411

lassitieds

se

ssehpage
IllUITay ledger corn.
you will tv redirected
i.ijiitine*w'irin tinn
By default.
Murray and hk.al
lisung• will appeat
this viehsite
lh,%O'er• as a national
wehsite. not all listings
,,ti the tohnetssork eon,
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
fiz Tones Please call
Us it 5•1U hate any
questions regarding
the Murray area
yai listings Thank you-.

1BR,
erat.

tt̀`‘r-re'
cw
A.‘d
ot
0.1 71.tool
i
/4/44.xasse

dry
1621
75
1BR
Univ
pets
$32'
753-

(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
¶8 more for a double spot

2BR
aPPI.
4362BR
able
year
Tie..
753-

LOVELINE - $10 EACH
(no more than 25 words)

Deadline for receipt
of photos 6- love
lines is Friday,
February 8 at 5PM.

2BR

Our Littlest Valentine,
Noah Stalions.
appy Valentine's Day!

rush
lion 753
2B,
nee,
free
3&4
now
C• :

Mail information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
PO. Box 1040. Murray, la 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray

38
flu
lea
req

between 7:30 am. and 5:00 p.m.
ontact Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916for more information.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

FULL 8 part time positions now available at
Subway Apply in person No phone calls
please

WANTED Salesperson
who is knowledgeable
on motorcycles, computers & has sales
experience Call Ruth
Ann at Flannigan
Motorsports
(2701753-4256

HELP Wanted Hiring
both days and nights
weekends a must.
Apply in person after
1 00 PM Cluizno's,
1203 Chestnut Street.
MAINTENANCE
personel 10-hours per
week at University
Heights Ams 1734
Campbell St Murray.
KY (270)759-2282

& Chadors
CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
FltIE cleaning
services 227-7129

MARKETING
•.
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling
Immediate full time
positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly Cat 762-9900
NEW PAY SCALEtlf
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions Fulltime LPN
We also
cater an excellent benefit package Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky
Apply in
person #t Brathaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton
KY 42025
EOE/ME NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

COOKING to watch
3 kids in my home
Monday-Friday
227-5467
NEED your house
cleaned/
Ref if needed
759-9031
978-6554
OPENING with inhome daycare S80
weekly. $20 daily
Discount on multiple
children
Audubon
accepted Call to find
out about the fun act's,dies and learning experience your precious
one can be a part of
Call 753-7031 or
293-5212
Cowman

NOW taking applications for alt positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
Must provide direct
supervision arid assistance to residents of a
group horn* for the
mentally N. Other
responsibilities inducts
providing monitonng
and maintaining facility.
Behavtorel
Health
Initiatives le now hiring
for pan tine positions
at our Puryear facility
Applicants must possess the ability to
rele141 Well with residents and stall
Hrgh servo/ diploma or
equivalent and valid
Driver's License is
required
BM' is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Please send mums
to:
Behavioral Hostel
inakaves
36C Sandstone Circle
Jackman. TN 38305

VISA

PICTURES - S12 EACH

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time aria
part lime positions
available
Apply at,
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

07R (Invert needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Horne
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
mrnimuni 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR 1800)4664087

1&2
lease
2BR
Ham
7531:•
unto
ties,
no .
270-

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

When you sea
Terri Moiearaier toclay,

3,

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
viapairsaJpgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used QUM
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

SMALL camper, single
axle. good 'haw
753-3128
WASTE o41
Wiii pock up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange Miller
D Farms
270-436-2215
insets
kr NO

Tv

27- functional
with
remote. $60. Black
Sauder entertainment
center, $20. Take both
tor S70. You haul.
Leave message at
293-3101
4-YEAR old Kitchenaid We-by-side 25cubic ft., indoor water
& ice. $1,150. Nice
Cherry wood office
desk wffile drawers.
Lateral 2-drawer file
cabinet $350/both
753-9500
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Prolection
also
LG. Toshiba
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
LEATHER
saddle
bags. 2 piece touring
luggage, canvas cover,
fits Kawasaki rnotorcyck, $225 Oak rocker,
$100. Upright freezer.
$50 270-762-0287
Oceeriview
Timeshare week for
rent:
Tybee Island, GA.
4/5-4/12-or-4/12-4/19,
$950-week.
(270)669-1002
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programmong starts at
$29 99 per mo .$500
for local networks Call
13easley Antenna 8
Skeins to.. more info
759-0901 or toll tree
877-455-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPlIANCIFS
WARD ((PUNS

1210)153-11)3

MOTORCYCLE
helmets, dockets,
saddlebegs...4ffy.
Sporting Goods,
lAnyllski.

OF4ECK vacuum
dowers, bags 8 belts
Joey. Sporting
Goods. Mayfield

• ••••••
••• or..•
qr..

1505 Dluguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and TWo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..j5
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

TA NGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lewes Drive Murray. KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom f$434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer, Range. Dtsh washer.
& Refrigerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet at
Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Deck

313C/H
wa •
wa
1.4*
Co
ne:
ref
mo
MO
ft3f1
Uf11
270
48'
wa
wa.
1,
Co
no.
re
fn•
Uti
27

Some restrictions apply
L. Call Joy for details. 270-762-1044 or cr
270-804-0850 1TY9 800-648-6056
Stir

op.

Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up Of delivery.
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

2000 Fairmont 16x80
Vinyl siding. shingle
roof, 2x6 walls. Amish
built, nice
270-489-2525,

WHITE oak firewood,
$50. 270-227-9042

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and bock Narlite
skirting 2BR. 1BA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$306 monthly 1-800455-3001

ritifterses For his
****OWNER
16x80 31314, 2 Bath, on
3 5 acres. Pans
$3,950 down, $545
month 752-0729
Bonnie Byerty EtrOker
-*OWNER
FINANCE***
No credit check 2003
3E1R 28A doublewide
in Puryear. Large deck,
$3.500 down. $495
monthly. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222
***MINER
FINANCE"'
No Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
280 IBA singlewide,
Weief ytew, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck 213
Primrose,
New
Concord
$2,900
down. $450 month
Call 753-2222

•••OWPIER
RNANCE'"'
No Credit Check? 38R
2 bath double*** in
Puryear Only 4 years
old
Large
deck
$3,500 down, $495
month Call Rutty*
(270)753-2222
"OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3I3R.
28A. $4.960 down
$64000 month. Hazel
(270)753-1011

...
am/Iv...1w

'97 16x80 Includes
12)(20 deck. 200 amp
service, like new appliances 753-3532 or
293-8140
UQUIDATION Sale
Al 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deeds.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! CM now
731-584-9429.
MOBILE home and lot
East of Murray
Cal: 270-293-7553 or
615-449-5904

28R $225
3BR $275
753-0012

M

ob Fir Neva

1 Bedroom Apartment.
clew and nice, all
appliwsose including
MD,no pets.
(270)436-5498
I OR 2br apts new
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
180. various locations.
6275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9896

Fi
V

imes

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAG
*An Size Unite
Available
*Now Have
Climate Con

753-385
Aoriments For Itset
1&2 BR apts, 1-year
ease: 1BR $350.00.
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559
1170:1 furnished
or
unfurnished, low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $250/mo
270-753-3949
1BR, $350/mo, refngerator, stove, dishwasher, washer &
dryer, pets allowed
1621-A Chns Dr.
753-4219
18R, all appliances,
University Heights, RO
pets,
year
lease,
$325/mo + deposit.
753-4937
2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances $650
436-5685
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
3&48R, 2BA available
now, appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898

I owns
'.42(171

t. 283
• rav

ENTS
71

shwavhc r
Carpet &
tio/De,

(Jr

)S6

t 16x80
g. shingle
alls. Amish
25.
Northern
menume. Shingle
10ft . front
bock Nailde
BR. IBA.
finance for
payment,
ly. 1-800Includes
. 200 amp
new appli3-3532 or
Sale —
Must
I. Deals.
left. Save
!! Call now
29.
and id,
rray.
3-7553 Of
904

38R Duplex, water furnished, $700/mo,
lease & deposit
required. 227-0375
38R townhome 2.5BA.
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove
1,400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located.
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$660
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
4BR townhome 2.5BA.
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$840
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

apts near
Murray
at S200/mo
s locations,
Coleman

48R 2BA, $675 pa
month plus deposit.
Call 752-0456,
501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath;
washer/dryer;
dishwasher; refrigerator;
stove;
living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors.
270-761-1317

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G8C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 car garage with gas
heat Good for car
detailing or body shop
$500 monthly.
703-4768

OFFICE space available. 1,600 sq.ft., parking lot, roadside lighted
sign. 901 Sycamore St.
$1,200/mo. 293-2098
or 753-5500

FOR rent: 28R
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood $400/mo.
761-7355
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Clf
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
ONE Bedroom. nice.
Washer/Dryer, pet &
smoke free $350.00
(270)226-8006

illa

3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose. City utilities
and schools. All electric. 2 car garage
Large fenced yard.
New
central HVAC system,
annual lease. Ray
270-767-0615
38R IBA 306 S 15th,
$490/mo. negotiable
No pets. 759-4826
38R 28A, all appli
ammo. C41/1 in Hazel,
references,
$525.
deposit. no pets.
270-753-1059

WANT to know the
value of your home,
farm, or commercial
property on today's
market?
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision? Give us a
calf! Professional reliable service.
Darnell Appraisal &
Consulting,
Matt
Jennings:
owner/appraiser
270-753-9999.

F

LOG CABIN
ONLY $69,900
Lake Access
W/FREE Boat Slips
Own the dream! New
2128 sf log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160,000
acre recreational lake!
Paved rd, u/g utils,
excellent financing.
Call now
1-800-704-3154,
x.1697

326 acres Parts, TN
area. 200 row crop
land. Remainder in
woods with creek
frontage.
Excellent
building sites (1.9
miles black top rd
frontage) will divide.
$2,500 an acre.
1-877-275-0543
49-1/2 acres. North
Calloway
County.
$174,000. Call
293-2030.
tamp

3 buildings for sale,
downtown commercial
property.
(270)293-4855

DUPLEX 28R. 28A, 1 year old. 404 Bambi
Ct. North, no pets.
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653
FACULTY-STAFF
Apartments
University view,
appliances, yard
mowed, nice.
5500/mo. 753-8096

0••••34 row.,

lEglaka Property

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480

2. 3 & 41311 houses
deposit
&
Lease
required. 753-4109

5496

ass For Root

Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
www.lcoracruceerealtycom

iloustis For Rim!

Apartment,
nice, all
Including

rille

Pots & Stipples
AUSTRALIAN
Shepherds, 8 weeks
old One blue merle,
one red $300 each
270-978-1231
BOSTON Terrier/Rat
Terrier mix, 1st shots
& wormed. $50
(270)227-4872
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
390
Unsaid & &Joplin
PROFESSIONAL
Horse Shoeing
Contact for scheduling: 270-906-6922,
270-978-5280
SQUARE
Timothy hay.
270-554-1403

111.11l
e lori

bales

Red or Luse

TOBACCO ground
approx 8 acres, highly
productive land, water
available. 32x52 ban'
close by May be
leased also.
(270)489-2116

‘‘ ;

II

‘I1)
Ilk .111111111IIIM
,iiiii prof,is
,
1 .1 iii

-11 -61-1111

BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd fobs. Free estimates. (270)762-0910

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Mesh% Ad Notice

All real edele adratimed herein
is siabitet ID Are Felecal Fur
Howl" Act, whic6 sakes u
illegal to adsertier re=
ChM. lunnation or
non based on race, Gag eligaic
haodinsp, huniied ser
to, or national origin. or Wennun to make any such Feelerewes limitabons or discrunmation
State laws turbid discrinunanua
in dr mit., rental or advernstrig
of real estate based on Ltcfors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly actrpt any
advertnuig for red estate wh.cfs
ts not in violanon ot the la wi All
persons are hereby inionned
that all dwellings advertise.] are
available on an equal opportunity bay.
For Further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
RfTlf P Milank 17031 648-100F

5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater,
hwy frontage, tobacco
barn, good water for
irrigation or livestock.
Owner financing possible, will divide.
(270)489-2116
if no answer leave
message.
For Saie
***OWNER
FINANCE*"
No Credit Check!
Clean & nice 3BR 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor. appliances. city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
$475 month. Call
Ruthie (270)753-2222
"'OWNER
FINANCE"'
No credit check! Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on tot in Puryear,
1,292 sq.ft., hardwood
floor,
appliances.
$3.900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.
1,320 sq. ft. country
home on 1/2 acre. 3bed, 1-bath. 2-car
garage. Please call
293-1083
2 story 3BR 2BA, 1
office, 2 car garage,
2,400 sq.fl, living.
4,000 total. Landon
Hills Subdivision,
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.
38R 2BA brick home
with 1494 sq. ft. 4 miles
north of Murray lust off
641. New HVAC in '04
and new roof in '06.
Finished out 24X30
detached shop/garage
with industrial lighting
and multiple outlets
with additional 220
plug. Shop also has
door at each end for
good 11$ Sow. House
sits on .95 acres with
two tam./ turns surrounding prcverty line,
no neighbors within 1/4
mile to either side.
Priced at $124,000.
Ream call
270-978-1074 or
270-759-9044.
COLDWATER 2/38R,
bridk. owner financing
possible. 800-9882789 Ext. 2051
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Let us build your new home!
2,250 sq.ft. living, 3BR, 2.5BA,
2 living rooms. $175,000.00 on your lot.
$199,000.00 on our lot in Riverfield Estates.
Call Matt Jennings - 270-293-7872

DIXON COMPUTE
CONNECTION
1'1,411, ills sid
• or business

270-227-IMO
ears cwt. twilit.

Used Cars
3BR 28A brick. Newly
decorated,
stove,
refrigerator.
Large
fenced in backyard &
storage. Large trees.
822
S. 9th, oft
Glendale.
Also,
farm:
joins
Cherokee Hills Farm.
121S, New Concord.
10mi. from KY Lake.
Lots of deer, turkey,
good building spots.
J.D. Williams 7538406, 753-4443
BRICK 3BR/2BA new
furnace water heater,
sewer line, ceramic,
windows,
cabinets,
paint,
refrigerator,
stove. 1102 Poplar
$135,000. Call for
appointment Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224.
CLOSE to MSU, all
hardwood floors, fresh
paint and ready to
move into, 4BR 2BA.
$79,900 Call Campbell
Realty 759-8780.
HEATED workshop
(also space for extra
vehicles/boat)- open
kitchen with keeping
room- three bedrooms
-two baths For more
into:
259RobinHood @ Lorett
aJobs.com or
Rebecca 293
3155 CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
1 \1 \11 III \II
111 1;1 1:1 1 11 1!
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B Allis Chamber 5'
belly mower
'96 S-10 4x4 V6.
'02 S-10 xtra cab.
'99 Malibu. 1 owner,
nice. 978-5655

Ow 40years ay.
Sala & lasIalkdon

2004 Ford
Thunderbird convertible with hard top,
red, 15,xxx miles. One
owner, bought new at
Parker Ford. $25,000.
753-1566, 227-1391.

NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

2000 Chrysler Cirrus
LXi. 71,xxx miles,
loaded, white car with
blue leather interior,
$3,450. Call 752-1178.

CREATIVE
BUILDING

2000 Lincoln
Continental, 80,xxx
miles, good tires.
$6,000. 436-5747
before noon
1998 Dodge Stratus.
4dr, 94K, excellent
condition. Full power
and air. Asking $2,500.
(270)437-4062.

Used Trucks
2003 Toyota 4-runner,
charcoal grey, 4-door
Sport. 2WD, power
sun-roof, towing pkg ,
luggage rack. $19,000
(270)227-5759
94 Chevy 1500 Ext.
Cab -- 200,000
miles. 350 V8 -- Great
condition. $2800.
(270) 804-3566.
'90 red Chevy LWB
Silverado 1500. V8,
tool box, towing package. Great work truck.
$2,600.
753-7861.
(270)293-6115.
Cwripers

127111-1.1-I10\11
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
$275,000.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
MUST See!! Just built
2,500
sq.ft.
brick
home. Double garage.
Private & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
town. $139,000
270-519-8570
by
owner, Murray.
NEW Construction in
city limits & priced to
sell! Over 2700 sq.ft,
living area. 4BR 3BA
$259,900 Call
Campbell Realty
759-8780.
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home, with a
outbuilding.
shed,
tobacco barn and 8
acres.
Located in
Hazel. $115,000.00.
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.
TOTALLY remodeled,
hardwood floors, new
much
carpet
and
more" Don't miss this
one! $125.000 Call
Campbell Realty
759-8780.

BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC
AP/ service & repairs
270-382-2444
'06 Yamaha Wolverine.
Good condition, hardly
ridden $4,300 OBO
757-289-7069. ask for
Luke
Pwb

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
UN

99 Lexus R X300.
Silver/gray,
gray
leather seats, moonroot, tilt steering,
auk*, p-steerirg, CO
player fold down back
seat smooth quiet ride
vAlh very good condition Michelin tires
Good condition!
270-753-9343.
270-227-4869.

Carpet 8. Floors

753-7,28

Metal buildings, home
additions, remodeling,
vinyl siding, hardwood
Boonng, concrete.
Affordable rates

474-8555
DAVIS Handyvvorks.
Small home repairs,
garages, siding, windows and doors, roofing. No job too small.
(270)227-9484.
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

II \
NI \\

\II \I

• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

COACHMAN 27'
Camper, ref., MSC.,
stove, shower, toilet,
full size bed, stereo,
C/H/A, TV., awning,
super nice, everything
works. $5,000.
436-5508 293-5507

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 moult sairitca
Res.. Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

3301 St. Fit 121N.
753-8087

753-4344 • 22.--5644
IMIRTAL OP
URA V

.
S Continuous Gutters,
Garage Door Sonia &
Repair
Owner: Greg Mansfield
(270)293-8480

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

David's
Home
Improvement

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Faumbing
David Gallenore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
's'r.O1 klasterCarri Accenled

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured
437-3044

ANNETTE
Schroader's
Tax
Service new hours will
be 9AM-5PM, MondayFriday Limited amount
of new clients will be
taken. 270-753-2498.
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

be latesseas Blear

new possibilities. Sometimes you get stuck in ruts or boring thinking. Let others shake you up with new ideas. Be willing to break past
difficult feelings and safe ideas. The bolder you become, the better
your life can become. Investigate possibilities with an eye to adding
inspiration and dynamic energy to your life. If you are single, a new
door opens up. You might want to hook up with this person. Slow
and steady work. If you are attached, don't let a situation run you. Be
more open with your sweetie. VIRGO reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

753-9562

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

Horoscope

mum of six students is required
to offer this course. Those interested must pre-register by calling the Red Cross office at 7531421. Payment and registration
must be done a week before the
class begins.
Although the Red Cross
trains roughly 200,000 lifeguards across the country each
year, many parts of the nation
are still experiencing critical
shortages. With the increase in
the number of aquatic therned
attractions and older college students taking jobs in their
prospective career fields, it is
hard to maintain the number of
lifeguards needed to keep swimmers safe. During the period
between Memorial Day and
Labor Day,,,inany pools operate
under constricted hours - and
some have had to close because there were not enough
lifeguards to safety operate the
facility. In open water areas,
such as, beaches and lakes,
swimmers are met with signs
telling them to "Swim at Your
Own Risk" because of the shortage. "By encouraging an early
commitment to lifeguarding and
water safety, through programs
like GuardStart, communities
can help ensure the safety of its
residents," said Tory Daughrity,
Executive Director.
GuardStart is one of the best
ways to recruit and maintain the
highest quality staff. Students
also have the advantage of
receiving a head start to future
employment.
To learn
more about
"GuardStart:
Lifeguarding
Tomorrow", contact Tory
Daughrity at 753-1421 at the
Calloway County Red Cross or
log
on
http://w w w.redcross.orgiserv ices/hss/aquatics/.

You'll head in a new direction this year, but only if you open up to
11,1r 1,1 f •

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

The Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross
announces the start of early
training program to combat lifeguard shortage. "GuardStart:
Lifeguarding
Tomorrow"
GuardStart) is designed to help
adolescents develop the basic
skills needed to successfully
complete an American Red
Cross Lifeguarding course, such
;1_, how to respond to an emergency; preventing accidents; and
developing leadership skills.
The chapter will host this training at the MSU Carr Health
Facility on Jan. 28 - Feb. 1 from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. each night.
GuardStart helps maintain
youths' interest in aquatics by
bridging the period between taking swim lessons and being old
enough to work as a lifeguard.
Not only do students maintain
their interest in aquatics, they
also become more committed to
the aquatic facility in their area
through a first-hand look at how
a facility is managed and what is
expected of facility staff. Teens
who take an early interest in
their community aquatic facility
have shown to be more skilled
and dedicated to lifeguarding.
The program is open to youth
between the ages of 11 and 14,
who possess basic swimming
skills. Training is divided into
five main areas: prevention, fitness, response, leadership and
professionalism. Students will
also receive an up-close look at
lifeguarding through mentoring
from experienced certified lifeguards. Travis Hinton, longtime
lifeguard and GuardStart mentor, explains, "[GuardStart] really gives kids a look at what a
lifeguard really is and whether
they want to do it."
The cost to participate in this
program is $80 and includes
materials and training. A mini-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Jan. 26,2008:

JOE'S JOBS
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Red Cross gives jump
start to lifeguarding
with "GuardStart"

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

FREE: 3- 1-yr old, 3
puppies. 3 months.
mother Beagle, dad
Beagle mix. 474-2322

ARIES (March 21-Aphl 19)
**** Stop and remember what day this is. Let go of work or
responsibilities for a little Saturday play. Others seek you out, and
you have a plethora of possibilities on your plate. Which feels best?
Lean that way. Tonight: Say yes.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Incorporate a loved one into your plans. Between the two of
you, mischief flounshes, and you'll come up with fun plans. If you're
feeling as if you are dragging, just say so. Don't force yourself. Stay
even. Tonight: Choose something relaxing.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Hang at home or touch base with family in the morning. In
the afternoon, you'll loosen up and really get into the weekend spirit.
You'll discover just how playful you can be. Examine news carefully.
Tonight: Let your hair down.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Express your feelings. Make calls in the morning to form your
plans. You might easily opt for some downtime, and why not? See
what is happening around you, and make choices accordingly.
Tonight: Of all signs, your home is truly your castle.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** An indulgence can enrich your day if you make solid choices. You are in your element this afternoon, enjoying catching up on
others' news. Much that occurs will happen quickly. Think about an
offer. It might not happen again. Tonight: Makes no difference with
your mood!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are in your element and clearly know what you want.
Don't underestimate what is happening. Go with it. Your spending
could become a bit much later in the day. Even you can overindulge.
Tonight: Relish the moment.
LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Being a homebody is a great status in the morning, but by
the afternoon, you'll want to put on your dancing shoes. Let events
flow, knowing a fun time can be had if you relax. Others respond to
your charisma and energy. Tonight: Wish upon a star.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Use the a.m. for what you deem important. Good luck heads
your way. This afternoon you might feel as if you need time. Reflect
and think, knowing you don't have all the answers. Modesty draws
many. Tonight: Zero in on what you want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Responsibilities tumble into your lap. You might wonder why.
Worry less and clear out must-dos. By the afternoon, you will want to
hook up with friends. You want to be where the party is. Lock into a
fun mentality. Tonight: Paint the town red.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Make calls thinking in terms of closing a gap between you
and another. How you do this could change your bond and make you
much closer_ Handle certain must-do errands and responsibilities.
Tonight: An older friend or relative appreciates your attention.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Listen more to someone you consider to be an adviser. He or
she might not agree with you, but offers diverse ideas. The more
solutions on your plate the better. Explore unusual options. Be ready
to take a leap of faith. Tonight: Follow the music.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others dominate. Make it your pleasure to relax and be in
the company of others. Let them do; you don't always have to be the
gracious host or hostess. Trust your instincts with others. You don't
need to share every thought. Tonight: Be a duo.

BORN TODAY
Guitarist Eddie Van Haien (1955)

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at http://www.lacquellneblger.COM.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Teen's affection for mom's
boyfriend raises eyebrows
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Info on PAH
saves lives
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1 Pale
4 Huge hairstyle
8 Fully qualified
12 Data bread
13 Cougars home
14 Mountains
or river
15 Frothy brew
16 Stripe
17 Prohibits
18 Walking softly
20 Barely move
21 Still
22 Spoil the finish
23 Competed in
slaloms
26 Houston space
center
30 Biddy
31 Speed off
32 Hilo guitar
33 Woman s
accessory
36 Explode
38 Van Gogh
medium
39 Path to satort

40 On the blink
43 Prepared
47 Fiesta cheers
48 Opens
the window
49 Eggs to Ovid
50 Cod kin
51 Intrigue
52 Zilch
53 Misstated
54 Hardy s
dairymaid
55 Sneaky
DOWN
1 Bubble 2 Jean Auel
heroine
3 More than want
4 Federated
5 Dim
6 Onion goody
7 Unrefined metal
8 Hair color
9 Thin nail
10 Director Fritz 11 End of a threat
19 Batik supply
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20 Ebenezer s
outburst
22 'Simpsons'
bartender
23 Quiet sound
24 Green parrot

MM. MEM' MIME
SIR MOM MEM
ME WM= MOM
MONNIMEM WM=
MO ME
Add= WINIMMdd
MI MUM
MUM
MINIMMIIM MEM
MI AIM
MAME WIMMOdild
MI= MOM WM
MEM MIMI WM
AIM MOM AMM

25 Bed-andbreakfast
26 Fishing lure
27 California s
Big 28 Go-aheads
29 Income less
expenses
31 Holbrook or
Roach
34 Put out the fire
35 Took the bait
36 Wild animals
37 Bonn connector
39 Nulls
40 Eye shadow
41 Jar 42 Lap dog
43 Peeve
44 Free electrons
45 Black -hearted
46 Actress
Tyne 48 Appropriate

